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Abstract 

Kisi (Bantu G67, Tanzania) is a seven-vowel language with contrastive vowel length and predictable 
stress on the penultimate syllable of the word. The consonant inventory includes prenasalised 
consonants, syllabic nasals and aspirated nasals. Morphophonological processes include asymmetric 
vowel height harmony, anticipatory vowel copying, vowel coalescence, vowel length transfer, syllable 
elision, and consonant and vowel metathesis. 
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Abbreviations 

AG agentive  OP object prefix 
ANT anterior  P plural 
APPL applicative  PASS passive 
APU antepenultimate syllable  POSS possessive 
C consonant  PP possessive prefix 
CAUS causative  PROG progressive 
cl. class  PSI pre-stem initial (mora) 
DEM demonstrative  PST1 past (ka-) 
DIS distributive  PST2 past (a-) 
DIST distal demonstrative  PTR transitive progressive (ka-) 
DP demonstrative prefix  PU penultimate syllable 
FUT future (la-)  RECP reciprocal 
FV final vowel  REFL reflexive 
G glide  REL relative 
IMPOS impositive  s seconds 
INF infinitive  S singular 
IPFV  imperfective  SEP  separative 
ITV itive  SP subject prefix 
N nasal  SUBJ subjunctive 
NAR narrative  TAM tense-aspect-mood 
NEUT neuter  U ultimate syllable 
NMLZ nominaliser  V vowel 
NP noun prefix  VB verbal base 
 
Numbers in glosses refer to person when followed by SG or PL, and to noun class otherwise.
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The Kisi people 

Kisi is a Bantu language classified with the ISO 639-3 language code [kiz] in the SIL Ethnologue (Lewis et 
al. 2013) and in the Guthrie system (Guthrie 1948), as G.67. It is spoken in the south-west of Tanzania, 
in the district of Ludewa in Njombe Region (Maho 2009). Most of the Kisi people reside along the 
north-east shore of Lake Nyasa (Lake Malawi) and on the steep western slopes of the Livingstone 
Mountains. The Kisi people have an ethnic population of around fifteen thousand, but it is estimated by 
survey researchers (Liddle et al. 1999:1; Gray 2017:8) that only ten thousand of those speak what is 
considered by the Kisi themselves to be a pure form of the language, that is, the form least influenced by 
the neighbouring languages. The people groups bordering the Kisi are the Nyakyusa and Kinga to the 
North, the Pangwa to the East, and the Manda to the South. 

The Kisi people are fishermen and subsistence farmers. They grow their crops (mainly cassava) on 
the steep slopes of the Livingstone Mountains and trade with neighbouring people groups for other staple 
foods. Kisi men often travel temporarily to other parts of Tanzania to earn extra money by fishing. The 
Kisi people are also well known for making pottery, which they trade with the Nyakyusa (Liddle et al. 
1999:3). 

Map 1 shows the Kisi villages along the shore of Lake Nyasa from Nkanda to Lupingu, as well as the 
mountain villages of Nindi and Nkumbati as noted by Liddle et al. (1999:iii). 
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Map 1. The Kisi language area  

 
 

© 2017 SIL International, Used by permission, redistribution not permitted.  

1.2 Classification 

Kisi is classified as Narrow Bantu, Central, G, Bena-Kinga (G.67) (Maho 2009). Nurse and Philippson 
(1980:57) classify Kisi as Southern Highlands, with the following cognition percentages: 62.75 percent 
with Pangwa (G.64), 54.75 percent with Kinga (G.65), 52.5 percent with Sangu (G.61), 51.5 percent 
with Vwanji (G.66) and 47.25 percent with Bena (G.63). 

1.3 Dialects 

Liddle et al. (1999:18) cite Kubik (1978) and Wilson (1958) as claiming that Kisi has been influenced by 
the neighbouring languages in the villages closest to those language areas. Wilson (1951:255) also makes 
this claim. Liddle et al. state that pure Kisi is reportedly spoken only in the villages of Makonde, Lifuma, 
Lupingu and Nindi, but claim that there is some disagreement about Lupingu (1999:1). The 2016 SIL 
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dialect survey discovered that, indeed, pure Kisi is only spoken in the central villages of the area, namely 
in Makonde, Lifuma and Nsisi, and that the varieties spoken in other villages are the result of Pangwa, 
Nyakyusa or Manda influence. Kisi is not spoken further north than Kirondo; Nyakyusa is used instead. 
More details about the dialect differences are detailed in the report of the 2016 survey carried out by 
SIL, (Gray 2017). 

1.4 Previous research on Kisi 

Kisi has been included in studies of comparative linguistics by a few researchers over the years, that is, 
by Johnston (1899), Guthrie (1967–71), Nurse and Philippson (1975, 1980) and Nurse (1988).  
Sociolinguistic and anthropological studies which mention the Kisi language include Wilson (1951) and 
three studies (Wilson 1958; Waane 1976; Kubik 1978), as cited in Liddle et al. (1999).  Liddle et al.’s 
(1999) survey report resulted from a sociolinguistic survey of the Kisi people and language undertaken 
by SIL in March 1999, and Gray’s (2017) survey report resulted from the Kisi dialect survey undertaken 
by SIL in September 2016. At the time of writing, Dr Deogratias Ngonyani of Michigan State University 
is in the process of publishing a short grammar of Kisi. 

1.5 The present study 

This study is based on a corpus of around eighteen hundred words. The main language consultants were 
Bertha Mwinuka, born in Ileje (Mbeya); Elfrida Mwinuka, also born in Ileje; Harison Ngoye, born in 
Makonde; Simon Njuyuwi, born in Lifuma; Victoria Nyamasi, born in Lifuma; Huna Mwamasimbi, born 
in Lifuma; and Benedict Ngalawa, born in Makonde.  

Two workshops focused on investigating more specific aspects of the phonology and grammar of the 
Kisi language were conducted in September 2013 and May 2014. As a result of these workshops some 
changes and additions were made to the corpus. Athanas Nsangu joined returning participants at the 
September 2013 workshop and Anatalia Ngoye, Clement Haule and Denis Kaluwa participated in the 
May 2014 workshop. These four participants reside in Makonde. 

Several ad hoc research sessions have been conducted in Mbeya town with the help of John Kaluwa, 
a retired teacher originating from Makonde. 

All figures in this paper were created by the author from voice recordings of the above mentioned 
participants. 
Transcriptions will be in the IPA, with phonemic transcriptions in slanted brackets // and phonetic 
transcriptions in square brackets []. 

2 Consonants 

2.1 Phoneme Inventory 

Below is the consonant phoneme chart for Kisi. Cells which are highlighted grey contain phonemes 
which only occur through morphophonological interaction. 
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Table 2.1. Consonant phonemes in Kisi 

 Bilabial Labio- 
dental 

Alveolar Post- 
alveolar / 

Palatal 

Velar Glottal 

Aspirated voiceless plosives pʰ  tʰ  kʰ  

Prenasalised voiceless plosives ᵐpʰ  ⁿtʰ  ᵑkʰ  

Voiced plosives b  d ɟ ɡ  

Prenasalised voiced plosives ᵐb  ⁿd ᶮɟ ᵑɡ  

Voiceless fricatives  f s   h 

Prenasalised voiceless 
fricatives 

 ᶬf ⁿs    

Voiced fricatives β   ʝ ɣ  

Voiceless affricates    tʃ   

Prenasalised voiceless 
affricates 

   ⁿtʃ   

Nasals m  n ɲ ŋ  

Aspirated nasals mʰ  nʰ ɲʰ ŋʰ  

Liquids   l    

2.1.1 Plosives 

Aspirated and unaspirated voiceless plosives are in free variation, depending on the individual speaker. 
Aspirated voiceless plosives are more common than their unaspirated counterparts. 

Likewise, there is also free variation between implosives and voiced plosives, with implosives 
occurring more often than voiced plosives overall. Since the airstream mechanism in the production of 
the stops in neither a prenasalised voiced stop nor a syllabic nasal plus voiced stop in Kisi have been 
analysed fully in this study, these are written as /ᵐb, ⁿd, ᶮɟ, ᵑɡ/ and /m̩b, n̩d, ɲ̩ɟ, ŋ̩ɡ/, respectively, in this 
write-up. In order to not create a distinction between stops in a (V)CV environment and those in NCV or 
N̩CV environments in the write-up where there may in fact be no phonetic difference, all (V)CV stops are 
written as plosives in the rest of this write-up. Implosives are less common than voiceless plosives, that is 
voiceless plosives occur in almost three times as many lexical stems in the database as do implosives or 
voiced plosives. 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the relevant parts of the oscillogram (top) and spectrogram (bottom) for 
the words /daːdi/ ‘father’ and /kʰubeha/ ‘to spit’. Olson (2001:132) quotes findings from Lindau (1984) 
regarding what regular acoustic patterns exist for implosives across Niger-Congo languages as follows: 
“First, the signal amplitude of the implosives either increases gradually during the oral closure period or 
it is level and sizeable throughout the closure, whereas plosives exhibit a gradual decrease in signal 
amplitude during closure.” In Kisi the implosives are characterised by an increase in signal amplitude 
during the oral closure period. In addition to this there is often a sharp drop in pitch during release, 
though this did not seem to happen in all cases examined. The pitch is marked on the spectrogram with a 
blue line. 
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Figure 2.1. Oscillogram and spectrogram for the first syllable of /da:di/ ‘father’. 

 

 
Figure 2.2. Oscillogram and spectrogram for the first two syllables of /kʰubeha/ ‘to spit’. 

The phoneme /ɟ/ rarely seems to be produced as a pure voiced palatal implosive, but rather is 
accompanied by some degree of palatalisation, as [ʄʲ]. This can be seen on the oscillogram and 
spectrogram of /kʰuɟuˑᵐba/ ‘to run’ in figure 2.3. Measuring the mean formant values (shown as red dots 
on the spectrogram) of the section marked with /ʲ/ gives results consistent with the production of a high 
front vowel (F1:386Hz, F2:2331Hz). 
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Figure 2.3. Oscillogram and spectrogram for the word /kʰuɟuˑᵐba/ ‘to run’. 

This slight palatalisation of the voiced palatal plosive will not be written in IPA transcriptions for 
the rest of this paper. 

2.1.2 Fricatives 

Fricatives in Kisi may be produced with varying degrees of oral obstruction, and therefore varying 
degrees of friction, depending on the speaker. This means for example that /ɣ/ may be produced with 
very little oral obstruction, as a near-approximant [ɰ], or with greater obstruction close to total closure, 
sounding more like a plosive. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the oscillograms and spectrograms of recordings 
taken from two speakers as examples of this variation. 

Figure 2.4 shows /ɣ/ produced with a high degree of closure more like a plosive than a true 
fricative by speaker one. The dark line on the spectrogram shows the sudden release of a higher degree 
of closure than would be expected from a true fricative, however the closure does not reach total 
obstruction as can be seen by the absence of any stop gap in the oscillogram. Likewise, speaker two also 
pronounces /ɣ/ with a higher degree of closure than is expected from a fricative, as seen in figure 2.5. 
For this speaker the release is not so pronounced as for speaker one, as evidenced by the absence of the 
dark line that is seen in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4. Speaker one: high degree of closure for /ɣ/ in /kʰuɣaːla/ ‘to be drunk’. 

 
Figure 2.5. Speaker two: /kʰuɣaːla/ ‘to be drunk’. 

Figure 2.6 shows /ɣ/ produced by speaker one without the degree of closure seen in figure 2.4, but 
rather as would be expected for a voiced fricative. The darker shading on the spectrogram shows the 
friction generated as the speaker approaches, but never reaches, oral closure. Again, this is compared 
with the pronunciation of speaker two in figure 2.7 where the pronunciation of /ɣ/ is similar to figure 
2.5. 
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Figure 2.6. Speaker one: /ɣ/ pronounced as a fricative in /kʰuɣona/ ‘to sleep’. 

 
Figure 2.7. Speaker two: /ɣ/ pronounced in /kʰuɣona/ ‘to sleep’ with less friction than speaker one. 

Finally, we have /kʰuɣʊla/ ‘to buy’ produced by speaker one with very little friction, sounding 
much more like an approximant than the preceding words. There is no recording of speaker two 
pronouncing /kʰuɣʊla/ for comparison. 
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Figure 2.8. Speaker one: /ɣ/ pronounced with little friction in /kʰuɣʊla/ ‘to buy’. 

The variation of friction in the production of these consonants as described above occurs for all 
voiced fricatives, /β, ʝ, ɣ/, not only /ɣ/. For these fricatives, neither full approximant nor full plosive are 
considered proper Kisi, with the exception of /ʝ/, for which some Kisi speakers consider [j] an acceptable 
alternative. The production of fricatives by one speaker is not necessarily consistent, as proved by the 
recordings of /kʰuɣʊla/, /kʰuɣona/ and /kʰuɣaːla/ from speaker one examined above. The manner of 
production of the fricative is therefore not dependent on the age or dialect of the speaker. It is possible 
that the manner of production of the fricative is affected by the features of the subsequent vowel 
however current recordings do not provide evidence to support this theory. 

In addition to this variation in friction during production, the phoneme /ʝ/ is also in free variation 
with [ʒ]. Example (1) shows some examples of how words containing /ʝ/ may be pronounced: 
 

(1) a. /ʝaːʝa/ [ʒaːʒa] [ʝaːʝa] ‘uncle’ (cl.1a) 
 b. /kʰaːʝa/ [kʰaːʒa] [kaːʝa] ‘town’ (cl.9) 
 c. /kʰiʝuni/ [kʰiʒuni] [kʰiʝuni] ‘bird’ (cl.7) 
 

As mentioned previously, some speakers pronounce /ʝ/ as the approximant [j], however other 
speakers consider [j] to be unacceptable as a variant of [ʝ]. 

The affricate [tʃ] is attested in very few words in the database—only approximately 1% of the total 
number of words. Despite this infrequency of use in the language, those Kisi speakers asked considered it 
to be a genuine Kisi sound. It has therefore been left in the phoneme chart, despite the fact that many of 
the lexical items containing [tʃ] currently in the database can be found in Swahili, or in neighbouring 
Manda and Nyakyusa, and could therefore be seen as loan words from these languages. These words 
which are also found in neighbouring languages have synchronically been accepted as genuine Kisi 
words, if they were indeed not originally part of the lexicon. Examples of /tʃ/ in potential loan words 
are: from Swahili, /m̩tʃele/ ‘rice’; from Manda, /kʰutʃapʰa/ ‘to wash clothes’ and from Nyakyusa, 
/litʃuˑⁿdu/ ‘guinea fowl’. 

The phoneme [ʃ], while present in the database, is rare and only found in loan words from Swahili. 
It is not considered to be a genuine Kisi sound by Kisi speakers interviewed during research sessions. The 
four words currently in the Kisi database that include [ʃ] are /n̩ʃale/ ‘arrow’, /ʃaba/ ‘copper’, /maʃalikʰi/ 
‘east’ and /kʰuʃauli/ ‘to advise’. Due to its rarity, the type of words it is found in, and because it is not 
considered as a genuine Kisi sound, [ʃ] has not been included in the phoneme chart. 

2.1.3 Nasals 

Aspirated nasals /mʰ/, /nʰ/ and /ɲʰ/ only occur at morpheme boundaries as a result of 
morphophonological processes (see 6.1.2.2), however /ŋʰ/ occurs stem-initially and stem-medially (see 
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tables 2.2 and 2.3). This can be seen as a modern-day reflex of Proto-Bantu *nk,1 which is found 
stem-medially in a limited number of words.2 
 

(2) *nùnk /kʰunuːŋʰa/ ‘to stink’ 
 

Aspiration of nasals is disappearing from the Kisi language according to the Kisi interviewed. They 
report that a member of the younger generation is less likely than an older Kisi speaker to pronounce 
aspiration on a nasal. They consider the aspiration of nasals to be a distinctive feature of the language 
that identifies a good Kisi speaker. Figure 2.9 shows the oscillogram and spectrogram for the word 
/ŋʰʷapʰa/ ‘armpit’ as pronounced by three different speakers. Aspiration is indicated by a gap in the 
spectrogram. For the first spectrogram (speaker one) note that there is no gap, indicating a lack of 
aspiration. For the second spectrogram (speaker two) the gap showing aspiration falls between the nasal 
/ŋ/ and the labialisation /ʷ/, which is where it would be expected for an aspirated nasal. For the final 
spectrogram (speaker three), note that the presence of the “gap” is indicated by the blue pitch line which 
starts prior to the production of the nasal, showing that speaker three apparently pre-aspirates the nasal. 
 

 
Figure 2.9. Oscillogram and spectrogram of the word /ŋʰʷaːpʰa/ ‘armpit’ for three speakers. 

It appears as though even among the older generation (to which these three speakers belong, 
speaker one being the oldest at fifty-eight and speaker three the youngest at fifty) production of 
aspirated nasals varies. There could be some dialectal variation influencing the pronunciation of these 

                                                   
1 In this paper, * will refer to reconstructed Proto-Bantu forms taken from the Bantu Lexical Reconstructions 
database BLR3 compiled by Bastin et al. (2003). In this database the symbols [p, t, c, k, b, d, j, g, m, n, ny, ŋ, mb, 
nd, nj, ng, i, ɪ, e, a, o, ʊ, u] are used for IPA [p, t, c, k, b, d, ɟ, ɡ, m, n, ɲ, ŋ, ᵐb, ⁿd, ᶮɟ, ᵑɡ, i, ɪ, e, a, o, ʊ, u] 
respectively. 
2 The Proto-Bantu word *ntʊ̀ has become /muˑⁿdu/ ‘person’ in Kisi rather than X/munʰu/ as expected. It is not clear 
why this is the case. 
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aspirated nasals in Kisi, however since these speakers are all residents of Makonde (a village central in 
the Kisi language area) that is clearly not the reason behind the variation seen in figure 2.9. 

2.1.4 Other phonemes 

The phonemes [ɾ] and [l] are in free variation, with [l] occurring more frequently overall. Data will be 
written only with /l/ in this paper. 

[w] and [j] are not included in the phoneme chart for Kisi as they only occur as glide insertions 
between historically or morphologically adjacent vowels, CuʷV and CiʲV, which in fast speech are 
reduced to consonant glide sequences, Cʷ and Cʲ (see 2.4). [w] does not occur otherwise, and [j] only 
occurs as a free variant of [ʝ] for some speakers (which is considered incorrect by other speakers). 

2.1.5 Minimal pairs 

The data in tables 2.2 to 2.5 illustrate minimal pairs between consonant phonemes which are considered 
to be phonetically similar. These illustrations help to prove that similar sounds are separate phonemes 
rather than allophones of one underlying phoneme. 

Table 2.2. Minimal pairs for voicing 

Voiceless example Gloss Voiced example Gloss 
kʰupʰeːla to give kʰubeːla to refuse 
lidetʰe reed lidede locust 
kʰuhokʰola to beat (with fists) kʰuhoɡola to give birth 

Table 2.3. Minimal pairs for manner of articulation 

Example 1 Gloss Example 2 Gloss 
kʰubʊːla to dig kʰuβʊːla to tell 
kʰuɟuˑᵐba to run kʰuʝuˑᵐba to sway; be on the point 

of losing balance 
kʰuɡaˑⁿda to coagulate kʰuɣaˑⁿda to become emaciated 
kʰuheβa to boil kʰuhema to escape 
ɟuˑᵐba buildǃ ɲuˑᵐba house 
liɡoːsi male (cl.5) liŋoːsi sheep 
kʰuseᵑɡa to make smooth/ soft kʰutʰeᵑɡa to prepare 
kʰudɪˑⁿda to close kʰulɪˑⁿda to protect 
kʰulola to see kʰunola to sharpen (knife) 
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Table 2.4. Minimal pairs for place of articulation 

Example 1 Gloss Example 2 Gloss 
kʰukʰopʰa to borrow kʰukʰotʰa to ask 
kʰupʰeːla to give to kʰukʰeːla to believe 
kʰubakʰula to unload kʰudakʰula to chew 
libaˑᵑɡa it is going towards  

(cl.5 subject) 
liɡaˑᵑɡa stone 

kʰukʰofʲa to deceive kʰukʰosʲa to send 
kʰuhopʰa to swallow kʰusopʰa to pour out 
kʰumema to be full kʰumena to belch 
kʰumela to germinate kʰuɲela to leave without 

explanation 
kʰuɲeɣela to itch kʰuneɣela to draw water for 

someone 

Table 2.5. Minimal pairs for place and manner of articulation 

Example 1 Gloss Example 2 Gloss 
kʰufikʰa to arrive kʰufiha to hide 
kʰufiɣa to paddle kʰufiha to hide 
kʰutʰiˑᵐba to crush kʰufiˑᵐba to swell 

2.2 Phoneme Distribution 

Of the phonemes listed in table 2.1, the majority can be found both stem-initially and stem-medially. As 
mentioned at the beginning of section 2.1, apart from /ŋʰ/, aspirated nasals and prenasalised voiceless 
consonants only occur as a result of morphophonological processes. There are not many instances of /ŋʰ/ 
stem-medially in the data, even though it does occur. According to current data, it does not occur 
stem-initially. 

Prenasalised consonants /ᵐb, ⁿd, ᶮɟ, ᵑɡ, ⁿs, ᵑkʰ, ⁿtʰ/ all seem to occur stem-initially in nouns, which is 
unexpected. 
 

(3) a. /liˑᵐbaˑᵐba/ /li-ᵐbaˑᵐba/ ‘spirit’ (cl.5) 
 b. /liˑⁿdʊliˑⁿdʊli/ /li-ⁿdʊliˑⁿdʊli/ ‘bat’ (cl.5) 
 c. /kʰiˑᶮɟaɡaˑᶮɟi/ /kʰi-ᶮɟaɡaˑᶮɟi/ ‘mongoose’ (cl.7) 
 d. /liˑᵑɡakʰa/ /li-ᵑɡakʰa/ ‘pangolin’ (cl.5) 
 e. /liˑⁿsaˑᵑɡa/ /li-ⁿsaˑᵑɡa/ ‘species of small animal’ (cl.5) 
 f. /liˑᵑkʰoˑᵑɡoˑⁿtʰela/ /li-ᵑkʰoˑᵑɡoˑⁿtʰela/ ‘praying mantis’ (cl.5) 
 g. /kʰiˑⁿtʰuˑⁿdu/ /kʰi-ⁿtʰuˑⁿdu/ ‘underwater swimming’ (cl.7) 
 

These examples of prenasalised consonants appearing stem-initially are analysed here as the result 
of double prefixing and the apparent lexicalisation of an original noun class prefix. While these stems 
can be said to have a prenasalised consonant as their initial consonant according to the synchronic data, 
this prenasalised initial consonant is likely to have arisen via lexicalisation of the stem plus its original 
prefix, meaning that in most cases the original stem, and therefore the original stem-intial consonant, 
cannot be determined without reference to diachronic data. This stem-initial consonant can be seen 
when comparing these Kisi lexical items with the Proto-Bantu forms (Bastin et al. 2003), where these 
exist. Thus, we have the following: 
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(4) a. *kákà /liˑᵑɡakʰa/ ‘pangolin’ (cl.5) 
 b. *tʊǹgá /kʰiˑⁿdʊˑᵑɡa/ ‘basket’ (cl.7) 
 

Of the prenasalised consonants which are found stem-initially in nouns, the prenasalised fricative 
/ⁿs/ and prenasalised voiceless plosives /ᵐpʰ, ⁿtʰ, ᵑkʰ/ are only included in table 2.1 based on their 
stem-initial presence synchronically. Their use is very restricted; like prenasalised voiced plosives they 
are found stem-initially in nouns but not in verbs, but unlike prenasalised voiced plosives they are not 
found stem-medially in either nominal or verbal roots.3 Although there are currently no data providing 
evidence of this, it seems reasonable to assume that since /ⁿs, ᵑkʰ, ⁿtʰ/ appear stem-initially in nouns, 
/ᵐpʰ, ᶬf/ may likewise be found in such positions. The prenasalised consonants /ᵐb, ⁿd, ᶮɟ, ᵑɡ, ⁿs, ᶬf/ all 
commonly occur through the interactions of verbal morphemes with the initial consonant of various verb 
stems. 

Tables 2.6 and 2.7 illustrate the phonemes from table 2.1, those which have not been created only 
as a result of morpheme interaction, appearing stem-initially and stem-medially. Table 2.6 shows the 
phonemes occurring stem-initially in nouns and verbs, while table 2.7 shows the phonemes occurring 
stem-medially in nouns and verbs. All examples for the nouns for these tables have been taken from class 
5 where possible, or class 7 where no class 5 example exists in the database. These classes have noun 
class prefixes /li-/ (cl.5) and /kʰi-/ (cl.7). 

Table 2.6. Phonemes stem-initially in nouns and verbs 

 Noun Gloss Verb Gloss 
pʰ lipʰeˑᵐba sorghum kʰupʰɪˑⁿda to carry 
tʰ litʰama cheek kʰutʰaːma to dwell 
kʰ likʰaˑⁿda shell kʰukʰotʰa to ask 
b libala spot kʰubeːla to refuse 
d lidede locust kʰudada to hate 
ɟ liɟʊβa sun kʰuɟufʲa to chase 
ɡ liɡaˑᵑɡa stone kʰuɡeɡa to marry 
ᵐb liˑᵐbaˑᵐba spirit   
ⁿd liˑⁿdʊliˑⁿdʊli bat   
ɲɟ kʰiˑᶮɟaɡaˑᶮɟi mongoose   
ŋɡ liˑᵑɡakʰa pangolin   
β liβeɣa shoulder kʰuβala to count 
ʝ liʝoʝa feather kʰuʝatʰa to greet 
ɣ liɣono day kʰuɣana to love 
f lifupʰa bone kʰufupʰa to give a gift 
s liseɣa honeycomb kʰusopʰa to put in 
h lihona tobacco kʰuhaːla to inherit 
m limelela shoot kʰumena to belch 
n linuˑᵑɡu porcupine kʰunana to live 
ɲ liɲaːɲa tomato kʰuɲaːkʰa to snatch 
ŋ liŋoma drum kʰuŋaːla to shine 
ŋʰ liŋʰalaŋʰala crab   
l lileme abdomen kʰulʊla to ferment 

                                                   
3 That is, roots as defined synchronically. Unless stated otherwise, this paper will be discussing synchronic evidence. 
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Table 2.7. Phonemes stem-medially in nouns and verbs 

 Noun Gloss Verb Gloss 
pʰ lihopʰi vegetables kʰusopʰa to put into 
tʰ lidetʰe reed kʰukʰotʰa to ask 
kʰ lihokʰa ancestors kʰuβɪkʰa to crow 
b lidebe small (cl.5) kʰuɡubikʰa to cover 
d lidede locust kʰudada to hate 
ɟ liɡoɟi epilepsy kʰuhɪːɟa to steal 
ɡ lisuɡa demon kʰuɡɪɡa to marry 
ᵐb lipʰeˑᵐba sorghum kʰuβoˑᵐba to work 
ⁿd likʰaˑⁿda shell kʰudɪˑⁿda to close 
ɲɟ lihɪˑᶮɟa bad girl kʰuhɪˑᶮɟa to slaughter 
ŋɡ liɡaˑᵑɡa stone kʰulaˑᵑɡa to stare 
β liloβi word kʰufuβa to wither 
ʝ liʝoʝa feather kʰuboːʝa to crawl 
ɣ liliɣu insult kʰunoɣa to taste 
f lififi hyena kʰuseːfa to sift 
s lisosolo louse kʰukʰasa to cut hair 
h libɪhɪ tree kʰuɣoːha to look after 
m lileme stomach kʰuluma to bite 
n liɣono day kʰuɣona to sleep 
ɲ liɲaːɲa tomato kʰutʰoːɲa to rain 
ŋ lifʷeˑŋeɲe maggot kʰuʝoŋa to suckle 
ŋʰ likʰʊŋʰʊni bedbug kʰunuːŋʰa to smell 
l likʰolo tree trunk kʰulʊla to ferment 

2.3 Prenasalisation 

As can be seen from table 2.1, the Kisi language has four phonemic prenasalised consonants. These are 
illustrated in (5) in stem-medial position. 
 

(5) a. /ᵐb/ /soˑᵐba/ ‘fish’ (cl.9) 
 b. /ⁿd/ /kʰiloˑⁿda/ ‘ulcer; wound’ (cl.7) 
 c. /ᶮɟ/ /m̩hɪˑᶮɟa/ ‘girl’ (cl.1) 
 d. /ᵑɡ/ /soˑᵑɡa/ ‘paternal aunt’ (cl.1a) 
 

As noted in 2.2, Kisi does have /ⁿs, ⁿtʰ, ᵑkʰ/ apparently root-initially in nouns. These are assumed to 
have been created by morphophonological processes and are not found root-medially in nouns or at all 
in verbs, and therefore are not included as phonemic prenasalised consonants. 

The prenasalised consonants exemplified in (5) also surface as a result of morphophonological 
processes upon the addition of class 9/10 prefix N- or 1st person singular subject and object prefixes 
/ni-/ attaching to voiced plosive, voiced fricative, and /l/-initial stems. These interactions will be 
discussed further in 6.1.2. 
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2.4 Glides /ʷ/ and /ʲ/ 

Bantuists have reconstructed Proto-Bantu as having a small number of vowel sequences which can often 
be seen in the Bantu languages of today as post-consonant glides CʷV or CʲV (Hyman 2003:55). 
Comparing the Proto-Bantu examples of words with adjacent vowels with the Kisi forms, it can be seen 
how these forms have developed in Kisi. 
 

(6) a. *gʊɪ́m /kʰufuʷɪma/ /kʰu-fuʷɪma/ ‘to hunt’ 
 b. *jʊɪ́d́ɪ ́ /ᶮɟuʷili/ /N-ɟuʷili/ ‘hair’ (cl.9) 
 c. *dʊád /kʰuluʷala/ /kʰu-luʷala/ ‘to be ill’ 
 d. *dɪà̀ngò /liliʲaˑᵑɡu/ /li-liʲaˑᵑɡu/ ‘doorway’ (cl.5) 
 e. *pɪágɪd /kʰupʰʲaɣila/ /kʰu-pʰʲaɣila/ ‘to sweep’ 
 f. *jɪǵùà /muʷifʷa/ /mu-ifʷa/ ‘thorn’ (cl.3) 
 

Thus, it appears Kisi has CuʷV and CiʲV rather than CʷV and CʲV in the PU syllable,4 and CʷV and 
CʲV elsewhere. These glides will be analysed separately in the following subsections, with supporting 
evidence provided for the analysis presented here that Proto-Bantu adjacent vowels have surfaced in Kisi 
as CuʷV and CiʲV. 

2.4.1 CuʷV and CʷV sequences 

The analysis of Proto-Bantu adjacent vowels as CuʷV sequences in Kisi is based on the audible presence 
of a high back vowel prior to the glide in recorded examples. Comparing the length of each element of 
uʷV shows this back vowel clearly. 
 

(7) a. /kʰufuʷɪma/ ‘to hunt’ u: 0.056s ʷ: 0.064s ɪ: 0.067s 
 b. /kʰukʰuʷela/ ‘to climb’ u: 0.055s ʷ: 0.069s e: 0.101s 
 c. /ᵐbuʷele/ ‘mosquito’ u: 0.089s ʷ: 0.057s e: 0.154s 
 

In order to see visual proof of the presence of the vowel /u/ (to see that it is indeed produced 
distinctly from the glide), the spectrogram of one of these words can be examined. The glide is visually 
represented in the upward sweep of the black line showing the second formant, F2. The upward sweep 
shows the transition from a lower F2 value for the back vowel [u] to a higher F2 value for the front 
vowel [e]. Note the definite presence of /u/ intervening between /ᵐb/ and the glide. 
 

                                                   
4 In reality, only ʷV constitutes the PU syllable, however for ease of reference the whole CuʷV sequence will be 
referred to as being in PU syllable position. 
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Figure 2.10. Spectrogram of the word /ᵐbuʷele/ ‘mosquito’. 

The Kisi themselves perceive these consonants followed by vowel sequences to be no different from 
Swahili Cw sequences, found in Swahili words such as kubweka ‘to bark’ and mwanga ‘light’. 

Current data recordings point to such sequences found in syllables prior to the PU syllable as more 
frequently produced as a consonant-glide sequence followed by a vowel, CʷV. If CuʷV is the form Kisi 
has inherited from Proto-Bantu adjacent vowels in PU syllable position, then it is logical to conclude that 
CʷV is a more quickly pronounced form of a CuʷV sequence, since pre-PU syllables are pronounced more 
quickly than the PU syllable in general. Should the entire word be pronounced more slowly, it is 
reasonable to assume that CʷV sequences would not occur, all CuʷV sequences would remain as such, 
irrespective of their position in the word. An example of CuʷV in a pre-PU syllable can be seen in figure 
2.12, with the vowel measurements shown in (8). 
 

(8) Figure 2.11 /n̩tʰʷaˑᵑɡilu/ ‘pestle’  ʷ: 0.039s a: 0.089s 
 Figure 2.12 /kʰufuʷilikʰa/ ‘to die’ u: 0.057s ʷ: 0.044s i: 0.095s 
 

 
Figure 2.11. Spectrogram of the word /n̩tʰʷaˑᵑɡilu/ ‘pestle’. 
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Figure 2.12. Spectrogram of the word /kʰufuʷilikʰa/ ‘to die’. 

Cuʷ sequences in the final syllable of a word are produced consistently as labialised consonants Cʷ. 
Currently, recorded data show no evidence of them being alternatively produced as Cuʷ sequences. 

In order to show to the difference in production of these sequences in the PU syllables compared to 
in pre-PU syllables in normal speech, they will be written as CuʷV in the PU syllable and as CʷV in 
non-PU syllables in this description. 

Tables 2.8 and 2.9 demonstrate which consonants can precede [w] in Kisi to form Cuʷ or Cʷ 
sequences stem-initially and stem-medially. 

Table 2.8. Cuʷor Cʷ sequences stem-initially 

 Noun Gloss Verb Gloss 
pʰuʷ/pʰʷ - - - - 
buʷ/bʷ libuʷeha jackal - - 
tʰuʷ/tʰʷ tʰuʷiɣa giraffe kʰutʰuʷitʰa to pant 
duʷ/dʷ (ⁿduʷaˑᵑɡa axe)†  - - 
ɟuʷ/ɟʷ (ᶮɟuʷili hair)† kʰuɟuʷitʰa to squeak 
kʰuʷ/kʰʷ ŋ̩kʰuʷaɟu tamarind tree kʰukʰuʷela to ascend 
ɡuʷ/ɡʷ liɡuʷaˑⁿda shirt kʰuɡuʷesʲa to drop 
βuʷ/βʷ - - kʰuβuʷesʲa to conquer 
ʝuʷ/ʝʷ - - kʰuʝuʷaˑᵑɡa to make a noise 
ɣuʷ/ɣʷ liɣuʷina crocodile kʰuɣuʷisʲa to drop 
fuʷ/fʷ lifʷeˑŋeɲe maggot kʰufuʷala to wear 
suʷ/sʷ kisuʷisʷi nest - - 
huʷ/hʷ muhʷa termite kʰuhuʷina to jump 
muʷ/mʷ - - kʰumʷeˑmʷeˑtʰekʰa to speak carelessly 
nuʷ/nʷ - - - - 
ɲuʷ/ɲʷ kʰiɲuʷesi wet place kʰuɲʷiˑlila to harden 
ŋuʷ/ŋʷ liŋʷeˑɲelu corncob kʰuŋuʷala to scratch 
ŋʰuʷ/ŋʰʷ - - - - 
luʷ/lʷ liluʷeβe hawk kʰuluʷasʲa to nurse someone 
† These words, /ⁿduʷaˑᵑɡa/ and /ᶮɟuʷili/, are currently the only nominal examples of /duʷ/ and /ɟuʷ/ found 
stem-initially. Since these are class 9/10 nouns, the C in NCʷ here may not be the original stem-initial consonant 
but may have been formed morphophonologically from any of /l, tʰ, d/ and /ʝ, ɟ/, respectively. 

 

There is no clear pattern to observe regarding which consonants may be a part of Cuʷ sequences 
stem-initially, however it seems that there are slightly more Cuʷ sequences stem-initially in verbs than in 
nouns, if the examples for /ɟ, d/ plus /w/ are discounted since they are not clear examples of /ɟʷ, dʷ/ 
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stem-initially. In theory, all those Cʷ/Cuʷ sequences found in verbs would also be possible in nouns if 
nouns could be derived from these verbs. 

There are significantly fewer Cuʷ sequences found stem-medially. Those that are not stem-medial as 
a result of reduplication, or potentially caused by compounding are all nouns: /miːfʷa/ ‘thorns’, 
/muʷipʰʷa/ ‘nephew’ and /lisekʰʷa/ ‘duck’. 

Table 2.9. Cʷand Cuʷ sequences stem-initially 

 Example Gloss Note 
pʰuʷ/pʰʷ muʷiˑpʰʷa nephew  
kʰuʷ/kʰʷ lisekʰʷa duck  
ɣuʷ/ɣʷ n̩siɣuʷana illegitimate child possible compound 
fuʷ/fʷ miːfʷa thorns  
suʷ/sʷ kʰisuʷiːsʷi nest reduplication 
muʷ/mʷ kʰumʷeˑmʷeˑtʰekʰa to speak carelessly reduplication 
ŋuʷ/ŋʷ luŋʷaˑluŋuʷalu desert reduplication 

2.4.2 CiʲV and CʲV sequences 

As with CuʷV sequences, front vowel glide sequences are more consistently produced as CiʲV rather than 
CʲV when that V occurs in the PU stressed syllable of a word, or in slow speech. As with CuʷV sequences, 
CiʲV sequences are produced more often as CʲV in syllables preceding the PU syllable, but may also 
remain as CiʲV in this position if the syllable is pronounced more slowly. Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show 
examples of CiʲV and CʲV. 
 

 
Figure 2.13. Spectrogram for the word /kʰusiʲukʰa/ ‘to be resurrected’. 
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Figure 2.14. Spectrogram for the word /ɱ̩fʲaˑɣililu/ ‘broom’. 

Ciʲ sequences in the final syllable of a word are produced as a consonant followed by a palatal glide, Cʲ. 
In this paper CiʲV sequences will be written as CiʲV when V is in the PU syllable and CʲV when V is 

in a syllable other than the PU syllable. 
Tables 2.10 and 2.11 give examples for stem-internal consonant plus [j] sequences in Kisi. 

Table 2.10. Cʲ and Ciʲ sequences stem-initially 

 Noun Gloss Verb Gloss 
pʰʲ/pʰiʲ m̩pʰʲaˑɣililu† broom kʰupʰiʲala to touch lightly 
tʰʲ/tʰiʲ   kʰutʰʲeˑlela to slide 
kʰʲ/kʰiʲ pʰakʰiʲaɲa top   
dʲ/diʲ   kʰudʲuˑkʰula to pinch 
fʲ/fiʲ ɱ̩fʲaˑɣililu† broom kʰufiʲoɣa to knead 
sʲ/siʲ lisʲaˑβala groundnut kʰusiʲona to suck 
mʲ/miʲ   kʰumiʲaˑᵑɡa to lick 
nʲ/niʲ   kʰuniʲafʲa to decorate 
lʲ/liʲ liliʲaˑᵑɡu doorway kʰuliʲusʲa to blow away 
† /m̩pʰʲaˑɣililu/ and /ɱ̩fʲaˑɣililu/ are said to both be acceptable. 

Table 2.11. Cʲ and Ciʲ sequences stem-medially 

 Noun Gloss Verb Gloss 
fʲ/fiʲ   kʰuseːfʲa to comfort 
sʲ/siʲ n̩sisʲa obstinate person kʰusisʲa to be obstinate 

 

The only consonants found stem-medially in a Cʲ or Ciʲ sequence are the fricatives /s, f/. It is 
possible that both of these arise as a result of some causative suffixation, as they are mostly found 
stem-finally in verbs (see 6.1.4.3 for a discussion of the evidence for causative suffixation in similar 
verbs). Those other consonants which are currently found as Ciʲ or Cʲ stem-initially are /pʰ, tʰ, kʰ, d, m, 
n/. These are all found quite rarely in the data. There is currently no evidence that /ʝ/ can form Cʲ or Ciʲ 
stem-initially or stem-medially; /ʝʲ/ and /ʝiʲ/ appear not to occur as an output of morphophonemic 
interactions (see 6.2.2.4 for more details). 

CiʲV and CʲV, like CuʷV and CʷV, also occur as a result of prefixes meeting vowel-initial stems at a 
morpheme boundary. This morphophonology will be discussed in 6.2.2.2. 
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3 Vowels 

3.1 Phoneme Inventory 

Table 3.1 shows the vowel phonemes of Kisi. 

Table 3.1. Vowel phoneme chart 

 Front Central Back 

high degree 1 i 
iː† 

 u 
uː 

 degree 2 ɪ 
ɪː 

 ʊ 
ʊː 

mid e 
eː 

 o 
oː 

low  a 
aː 

 

† Length has been marked in sections 2–6 of this paper according to where it is contrastive or 
not. In order to show those syllables in which length is contrastive and obligatory as different 
from those syllables where length is conditioned and optional, conditioned length is marked 
with /ˑ/ and contrastive length with /ː/. This does not necessarily reflect a difference in the 
length of production, as will be discussed in 3.2. 

 

Short vowel phonemes are theoretically possible anywhere within a stem or root. However, since 
vowel-initial stems may cause glide formation in the vowel of the prefix attaching to it, and this in turn 
may cause compensatory lengthening of that stem vowel, especially for stems which are trisyllabic or 
longer, it is not clear whether the initial vowels in such stems or roots are underlyingly long or short. 
Evidence from stem-initial vowels which fall in PU syllable position, which by not causing glide 
formation therefore also do not cause compensatory lengthening, implies that stem-initial vowels are 
always short (see examples in (9)). The conditions of compensatory lengthening will be discussed in 
3.2.2.2. The data in (9) show these potentially ambiguous vowel phonemes in stem initial position. This 
is followed by unambiguous examples of short vowels stem-medially in (10). 
 

(9) i /muʷikʰʊ/ /mu-ikʰʊ/ ‘taboo’ (cl.3) 
 ɪ /mʷɪˑɡɪɡɪ/ /mu-ɪɡɪɡɪ/ ‘shadow’ (cl.3) 
 e /muʷela/ /mu-ela/ ‘current’ (cl.3) 
 a /muʷakʰa/ /mu-akʰa/ ‘year’ (cl.3) 
 o /mʷoˑɣofi/ /mu-oɣofi/ ‘coward’ (cl.1) 
 ʊ /liʲʊlʊ/ /li-ʊlʊ/ ‘abscess’ (cl.5) 
 u /liʲuma/ /li-uma/ ‘iron’ (cl.5) 
(10) i /βukʰifu/ /βu-kʰifu/ ‘courage’ (cl.14) 
 ɪ /kʰiβɪɣa/ /kʰi-βɪɣa/ ‘cooking pot’ (cl.7) 
 e /liseɣa/ /li-seɣa/ ‘beeswax’ (cl.5) 
 a /βupʰala/ /βu-pʰala/ ‘cliff’ (cl.14) 
 o /βudoɲi/ /βu-doɲi/ ‘type of small fruit’ (cl.14) 
 ʊ /βusʊlʊ/ /βu-sʊlʊ/ ‘tribute’ (cl.14) 
 u /βukʰutʰu/ /βu-kʰutʰu/ ‘rust’ (cl.14) 
 

The pairs of words in table 3.2 demonstrate that phonetically similar vowels in Kisi are separate 
phonemes. 
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Table 3.2. Contrasting the vowel phonemes 

Contrasted 
vowels 

Example 
with V1 

Gloss Example 
with V2 

Gloss 

V1: /i/, V2: /ɪ/ kʰuʝima to withhold kʰuʝɪma to stand 
V1: /i/, V2: /ɪ/ fiˑᵑɡi other (cl.8) fɪˑᵑɡɪ many (cl.8) 
V1: /ɪ/, V2: /e/ kʰulɪla to cry kʰulela to bring up 
V1: /ɪ/, V2: /e/ lilɪme it (cl.5) should cultivate lileme stomach 
V1: /ʊ/, V2: /o/ kʰulʊla to ferment kʰulola to see 
V1: /ʊ/, V2: /o/ sʊˑᵑɡa joke soˑᵑɡa aunt 
V1: /u/, V2: /ʊ/ ŋ̩kʰufu navel ŋ̩kʰʊfʊ necklace 
V1: /u/, V2: /ʊ/ kʰuluˑᵐba to thank; praise kʰulʊˑᵐba to sew nets 

3.2 Vowel length 

3.2.1 Contrastive vowel length 

The minimal pairs (or near minimal pairs) in table 3.3 demonstrate that vowel length is contrastive in 
Kisi. 

Table 3.3. Contrasting long and short vowel phonemes 

Vowel Short vowel 
example 

Gloss Long vowel 
example 

Gloss 

/i/ kʰitʰitʰu black thing kʰitʰiːtʰʊ native 
/i/ ᵑɡisi species of freshwater fish ᵑɡiːsi darkness 
/ɪ/ kʰuβɪkʰa to crow kʰuβɪːkʰa to put; store 
/e/ kʰuhema to escape kʰuheːma to breathe quickly 
/a/ kʰuhala to choose kʰuhaːla to inherit 
/a/ kʰulapʰa to take an oath kʰulaːpʰa to be thirsty 
/o/ kʰuhokʰa to make a mistake kʰuhoːkʰa to recover 
/o/ ⁿdoβo bucket ⁿdoːβo wedding 
/ʊ/ likʰʊˑᵐbʊlʊ hoe likʰʊˑᵑɡʊːlʊ crow 
/ʊ/ kʰukʰʊla to grow up kʰukʰʊːβa to beat 
/u/ kʰukʰutʰa to have pain kʰukʰuːtʰa to call 
/u/ lifufu skull lifuːtʰu gathering place 

for a funeral 
 

Table 3.4 shows the difference in length for phonemically short and long vowels in the PU syllable. 

Table 3.4. Contrastive vowel length in the PU syllable 

APU PU U Gloss  APU PU U Gloss 
 ᵑɡi si species of fish   ᵑɡiː si darkness 
 0.099s     0.188s   
 ⁿdo βo bucket   ⁿdoː βo wedding 
 0.099s     0.196s   

kʰu da da to hate   daː di father 
 0.118s     0.164s   

kʰu ho la to dig  kʰu hoː la to think deeply 
 0.119s     0.244s   
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Apart from a restriction on word-final long vowels, there are no other restrictions on long vowels 
currently obvious from the data. Word-initial long vowels are permissible as a result of the juxtaposition 
of V-shaped prefixes, for example, /iːβone/ /a-i-βon-e/ 1SP-REFL-SEE-SUBJ ‘he should see himself’. Indeed, 
vowel length in the initial syllable of a verb with an anterior suffix is contrastive for subject prefixes of 
the shape (C)a-. The long vowel is a result of the juxtaposition of two vowels underlyingly, one from the 
subject prefix and one from the far past prefix /a-/, whereas a short vowel simply comes from the subject 
prefix. 
 

(11) a. /aɟoβile/ /a-ɟoβ-ile/ 1SP-say-ANT ‘he has said’ a: 0.079s 
 b. /aːɟoβile/ /a-a-ɟoβ-ile/ 1SP-PST2-say-ANT ‘he said’ (far past) a: 0.161s 
 

See table 3.5 for examples of where long vowels are permitted in the stem. The first column shows 
the number of syllables in the stem, the second column shows the position of the long vowel in the stem 
as penultimate (PU), antepenultimate (APU) or pre-antepenultimate (pre-APU) as well as whether the 
long vowel is stem-initial or stem-medial. In the final columns, which show example words for nouns 
and verbs, any prefixes are separated off from the stem by a hyphen in order to show the stem more 
clearly. Verbs which are known to have extensions as part of the stem are in brackets, however even if a 
stem does not have an unextended form synchronically, all stems longer than two syllables are suspected 
to have some form of extension, whether lexicalised or not. According to Schadeberg (2003a:72), all 
Bantu verbs longer than CVC can be shown to result from derivational processes. 

Table 3.5. Vowel length in different syllables of the stem 

Syllables Position of  
long vowel 

Syllable structure of 
stem 

Noun Verb 

2 PU 
stem-initial 

CVː.CV kʰi-βeːle 
‘udder’ 

kʰu-baːpʰa 
‘to carry on one’s 
back’ 

3 PU 
stem-medial 

CV.(N)CVː.C(G)V li-hʊˑᵐbʊːsʊ 
‘hardship’ 

(kʰu-huɡuːsʲa 
‘to shake’) 

4 PU 
stem-medial 

CV.(N)CV.CVː.CV li-βaˑᵑɡalaːla 
‘wild banana’ 

(kʰu-pʰepʰeluːkʰa 
‘to soar’) 

3 APU 
stem-initial† 

CVː.CV.CV li-kʰoːβela 
‘intestinal worm’ 

(kʰu-haːtʰula 
‘to tear’) 

4 APU 
stem-medial 

CV.(N)CVː.CV.CV  (kʰu-ʝeˑᵑɡeːlula 
‘to skim liquid’) 

4 pre-APU 
stem-initial 

CVː.CV.CV.C(G)V  (kʰu-haːtʰuliβʷa 
‘to be torn’) 

†  Vowel length only seems to occur in this APU position (or in pre-APU) in words which are verbs or derived 
from verbs containing extensions. 

 

It should also be noted that long vowels can occur in adjacent syllables, especially as a result of 
morpheme interaction (see (12)). There is therefore no restriction on length in adjacent syllables. 
 

(12) /βaːhɪːɟeːne/ /βa-a-hɪːɟ-an-ile/ ‘they stole from each other’ 
  2SP-PST2-steal-RECP-ANT  
 

Vowels are pronounced longer the closer they are in the word to the PU syllable. Thus, a short 
vowel in the PU syllable will be pronounced longer than a short vowel in the APU syllable. The same is 
true for long vowels in different syllables. A vowel in the PU syllable of the word will phonetically be the 
longest vowel in the word if the word contains all short vowels. 
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In tables 3.6 and 3.7 the column headings refer to the number of syllables in the word, labelled 
from the final syllable backwards. The PU syllable is therefore represented by the number 2. The 
numbers given below each syllable represent the duration of the vowel in seconds and the length of the 
vowel compared as a ratio to the length of the vowel in the PU syllable. The first table shows how the 
distance a vowel is from the end of the word affects its length in words with only short vowels. As can be 
seen from this table, the length of a vowel in a certain column varies wildly from word to word, since 
one word may have been pronounced faster or slower overall than another. It is therefore more useful to 
compare vowel lengths within the word, seeing where vowels are longer than expected within a word, 
that is, where vowels further to the left in a word are longer than the vowel in the syllable immediately 
following it. A vowel being longer than the vowel in the following syllable is a good indication that there 
is phonetic length in that vowel. Conversely, if a vowel is a similar length or shorter than the vowel 
following then this can be considered a phonetically short vowel. 

Table 3.6. Comparing length of short vowels in different syllables 

5 4 3 2 1 Gloss 
 kʰu ɡu 

0.057s 
0.65 

bi 
0.088s 

1 

kʰa to cover 

 kʰu ɡe 
0.105s 
0.91 

ɡi 
0.115s 

1 

βʷa to be married 

kʰu lɪ 
0.092s 
0.80 

mu 
0.095s 
0.83 

li 
0.115s 

1 

βʷa to be harvested 

 

Table 3.7 shows how the distance of a vowel from the end of the word affects the length of 
phonemically long vowels in different syllables of a word. A long vowel in any particular syllable will be 
longer than a short vowel would be in that syllable. A long vowel in any particular syllable will not be as 
long as it would be if that syllable were closer to the end of the word. Comparing /kʰuhaːɣula/ ‘to 
choose’ and /kʰuhaːɣuliβʷa/ ‘to be chosen’ gives a clear example of the effect position in the word has 
on the length of a phonemically long vowel. 

The effect of syllable position of the realisation of vowel length is such that a phonemically long 
vowel may indeed be shorter than a phonemically short vowel if that short vowel is in the stressed PU 
syllable of the word: see /kʰuhaːtʰuliβʷa/ ‘to be torn’ in table 3.7 and compare the length of /aː/ and /i/ 
to see this. The Kisi themselves are aware of phonemic contrast in vowel length in this word and 
consider /a/ to be long, but /i/ to be short, despite the evidence that /i/ is longer than /a/ in terms of 
actual length. 

Table 3.7. Comparing long vowels in different positions in the word 

5 4 3 2 1 Gloss 
kʰu haː 

0.111s 
1.05 

ɣu 
0.074s 
0.70 

li 
0.106s 

1 

βʷa to be chosen 

 kʰu haː 
0.123s 

1.5 

ɣu 
0.082s 

1 

la to choose 

kʰu 
0.045s 
0.42 

haː 
0.085s 
0.80 

tʰu 
0.043s 
0.41 

li 
0.106s 

1 

βʷa to be torn 
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5 4 3 2 1 Gloss 
 kʰu hʊː 

0.175s 
1.34 

βɪ 
0.131s 

1 

la to hope 

kʰu 
0.038s 
0.32 

ho 
0.073s 
0.61 

βeː 
0.11s 
0.92 

le 
0.12s 

1 

sʲa to provoke 

3.2.2 Compensatory vowel length 

Compensatory vowel lengthening has been acknowledged in IPA transcriptions in this paper so far by the 
use of /ˑ/ following the vowel. As will be shown in this section, while all vowels lengthened in 
compensation and marked with /ˑ/ may be as long as phonemically long vowels, they may also be 
produced as short vowels, which is why they are marked differently from phonemically long vowels 
which are marked with /ː/. 

3.2.2.1 Vowel lengthening before prenasalised consonants 

Compensatory vowel lengthening in Kisi occurs before prenasalised consonants. While vowels preceding 
prenasalised consonants may be lengthened to the extent that they are as long as phonemically long 
vowels, they also may be no longer than a phonemically short vowel. In table 3.8, phonemically long 
vowels are contrasted with vowels affected by compensatory lengthening and phonemically short 
vowels. In each example the vowel under observation is in the syllable in column 2. 

Table 3.8. Conditioned length compared to phonemic length in disyllabic stems 

 3 2 1 Gloss 
Phonemically long kʰu baː 

0.155s 
pʰa to carry 

Phonemically long  ⁿdoː 
0.184s 

tʰo dream 

Conditioned length lu [tʰo] 
0.120s 

ⁿdo star 

Conditioned length kʰu dɪˑ 
0.226s 

ⁿda to close 

Phonemically short kʰu ɡe 
0.107s 

ɡa to marry 

Phonemically short kʰu da 
0.118s 

da to hate 

 

As with phonemically long or short vowels, compensatory lengthened vowels earlier in the word are 
comparatively shorter than vowels in the same compensatory length environment which are closer to the 
end of the word. As mentioned previously, the ultimate syllable in the word is always short. In table 3.9, 
as in 3.2.1, the numbers given below each syllable represent the duration of the vowel in seconds and 
the length of the vowel compared as a ratio to the length of the vowel in the PU syllable. The first three 
examples look at length in the APU syllable, the next three look at length in the pre-APU syllable, and 
the final example shows conditioned length and phonemic length co-occurring in the same word. As 
mentioned previously, it is difficult to compare vowels from one word to another without having 
minimal pairs and where the speed of pronunciation of the words under comparison is so different. Due 
to this, the best way to examine vowel length in Kisi is to compare the length of vowels within a word to 
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each other, and notice where a vowel does not follow the pattern of being shorter than the vowel 
following it in the word. 

Table 3.9. Conditioned length in syllables prior to the PU syllable 

 5 4 (Pre-APU) 3 
(APU) 

2 (PU) 1 Gloss 

Phonemically short  kʰu lɪ 
0.072s 
0.63 

mu 
0.115s 

1 

la to harvest 

Conditioned length  kʰu hɪˑ 
0.125s 
1.29 

ᶮɟɪ 
0.097s 

1 

kʰa to be easy to 
butcher 

Phonemically long  kʰu haː 
0.123s 

1.5 

ɣu 
0.082s 

1 

la to choose 

Phonemically short kʰu lɪ 
0.092s 
0.77 

mu 
0.095s 
0.79 

li 
0.119s 

1 

βʷa to be harvested 

Conditioned length kʰu dɪˑ 
0.115s 
1.35 

ⁿdɪ 
0.066s 
0.78 

lɪ 
0.085s 

1 

sʲa to force open 

Phonemically long lu haː 
0.180s 
0.99 

lu 
0.097s 
0.53 

li 
0.182s 

1 

lu grinding stone 

Conditioned length 
(Pre-APU) and 

phonemic length (PU) 

li βaˑ 
0.064s 
0.26 

ᵑɡa 
0.049s 
0.20 

laː 
0.250s 

1 

la wild banana 

 

As can be seen for the word /liβaˑᵑɡalaːla/ ‘wild banana’, the presence of phonemic length in one 
syllable does not prevent the /a/ in the syllable /βa/ that precedes the prenasalised velar plosive /ᵑɡ/ 
from being lengthened such that it is longer than the /a/ in syllable /ᵑɡa/ which follows it. Currently 
there is no evidence to indicate that there is a limit on the number of phonetically long vowels in the 
same word. 

3.2.2.2 Vowel lengthening after consonant plus glide sequences 

As Hyman (2003:48) states, in Bantu, gliding is accompanied by compensatory lengthening. Since 
gliding in Kisi only occurs in non-PU syllables or when the whole word is produced in fast speech, 
compensatory lengthening is also only found in these environments. Where consonant-glide sequences 
occur in Kisi, compensatory lengthening of the vowel is optional. 

Just as contrastive vowel length does not occur in the final syllable of a word, so there is also no 
compensatory length in word-final syllables containing a consonant plus glide, for example in both 
/kʰubesʲa/ ‘to obstruct’ and /kʰulemʷa/ ‘to be defeated’, the final /a/ is short. 

Table 3.10 gives examples of CʲV and CʷV and compares them with words containing phonemically 
long and short vowels in the same syllable position. The first three examples look at length in the APU 
syllable, the last three examples look at length in the pre-APU syllable. 

As before, the best way to recognise vowel length in Kisi is not by comparison to the length of a 
vowel in the same syllabic position in another word, but by comparison of the relevant vowel with 
neighbouring vowels in within the same word. Phonetically long vowels are those which are longer than 
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a short vowel in the following syllable (or of a similar length if in the APU syllable and compared to the 
PU vowel). 

Table 3.10. Compensatory lengthening following Cʲ or Cʷ 

 5 4 3 2 (PU) 1 Gloss 
Phonemically 

short 
 kʰu ɡe 

0.105s 
0.91 

ɡi 
0.115s 

1 

βʷa to be married 

Conditioned 
length 

 kʰu 
0.074s 
0.33 

[tʰʷa] 
0.122s 
0.55 

ʝu 
0.221s 

1 

la to shoot 

Phonemically 
long 

 kʰu hʊː 
0.175s 
1.34 

βɪ 
0.131s 

1 

la to hope 

Phonemically 
short 

kʰu lɪ 
0.092s 
0.80 

mu 
0.095s 
0.82 

li 
0.115s 

1 

βʷa to be harvested 

Conditioned 
length 

m̩ fʲaˑ 
0.103s 
0.99 

ɣi 
0.086s 
0.83 

li 
0.104s 

1 

lu 
 

broom 

Phonemically 
long 

kʰu 
0.045s 
0.42 

haː 
0.085s 
0.80 

tʰu 
0.043s 
0.41 

li 
0.106s 

1 

βʷa to be torn 

 

As for all syllables preceding the PU syllable, post-glide vowels are shorter when they occur earlier 
in the word. 

3.2.2.3 Lengthening of ‘to be’ plus imperfective /-aɣ/ 

There is at present only one root in the database which is made up on a single consonant only, /ʝ/ ‘be’, 
infinitive form /kʰuʝa/ ‘to be’. This verb is the only one currently found which interacts with 
imperfective /-aɣ/ in the subjunctive to form a long vowel, /-ʝaːɣe/. It could be that if there are other 
consonant-only roots they would act in the same way, but this cannot be proved at present. It is not clear 
why this lengthening occurs, as Kisi ordinarily allows short vowels in this position in words the same 
length. The only possibility is that underlyingly the root is actually /ʝV/ and that this vowel only shows 
up on the addition of a suffix -VC. This would certainly help to explain why ‘to be’ plus the anterior 
morpheme /-ile/ results in /-ʝeːle/ rather than /-ʝile/ as would be expected. 
 

(13) /kʰuʝa/ /kʰu-ʝ-a/ INF-be-FV ‘to be’ 
 /aʝaːɣe/ /a-ʝ-aɣ-e/ 1SP-be-IPFV-SUBJ ‘he should be’ 
 /ʝiʝaːɣe/ /ʝi-ʝ-aɣ-e/ 9SP-be-IPFV-SUBJ ‘it should be’ 
 /aʝeːle/ /a-ʝ-ile/ 1SP-be-ANT ‘he was’ 

3.2.2.4 Stylistic lengthening 

Stylistic lengthening occurs in Kisi when there is emphasis placed on a particular word. This is shown in 
(14). 
 

(14) /βala/ /βa-la/ 2DP-DIST.DEM ‘those (people)’ 
 /βaːla/ /βa-la/ 2DP-DIST.DEM ‘those (people) far away’ 
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The first demonstrative in example (14) is a normal distal demonstrative whereas the second is used in 
situations where the speaker wishes to emphasise that the person referred to is very far away. The initial 
vowels of distal demonstratives can undergo stylistic lengthening to emphasise the distance of the person 
or item referred to from the speaker. 

3.3 Vowel distribution 

3.3.1 Sequences of directly adjacent vowels 

As discussed in 2.4, sequences of directly adjacent vowels in the reconstructed language Proto-Bantu 
have become in Kisi what has been analysed in this paper as uʷV and iʲV sequences, where the two 
vowels are separated by a glide. These CVGV sequences are shortened to CGV sequences in fast speech, 
thus creating CʷV and CʲV sequences. The reasons for analysing these sequences as such rather than as 
directly adjacent vowels were outlined in 2.4, and will not be reiterated here. 

Certain Swahili words have been borrowed into Kisi which orthographically in Swahili contain 
directly adjacent vowels. Whether these words are pronounced with an intervening glottal or glide in 
Swahili may depend upon individual speaker pronunciation and is not the focus of this paper. However, 
when these words are borrowed into Kisi, the orthographically adjacent vowels are pronounced with an 
intervening glide, as shown in (15). 
 

(15) /i/-/a/ /ɟaˑᵐbiʲa/ ‘machete’ (Swahili: jambia) 
 /i/-/o/ /misiʲoni/ ‘missionary’ (English: missionary) 
 /a/-/i/ /kʰutaʲili/ ‘to circumcise’ (Swahili: kutaili) 
 /a/-/u/ /kʰuʃaʷuli/ ‘to advise’ (Swahili: kushauri) 
 /u/-/i/ /ɟuʷisi/ ‘juice’ (Swahili: juisi/ English: 

juice) 
 

The words in (16) are pronounced with a diphthong in Kisi: 
 

(16) /e/-/i/ /beⁱ/ ‘price’ (Swahili: bei) 
 /a/-/o/ /ᵑɡaᵒ/ ‘shield’ (Swahili: ngao) 

 

Other than stem-internal examples of vowel adjacency in the reconstructed proto-language or 
orthographic vowel adjacency in the source language being resolved in Kisi as VGV (or as a diphthong), 
the only other situation which may be described as vowel adjacency arises through vowels meeting at a 
morpheme boundary and will be dealt with in 6.2.2, “Vowel Hiatus Resolution.” 

3.3.2 Sequences of vowels separated by consonants 

Table 3.11 shows the frequency of combinations of vowels separated by consonants in roots of words in 
the data set. 
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Table 3.11. Sequences of vowels separated by consonants 

V1↓ 
V2→ 

i ɪ e a o ʊ u 

i 54†  1 51  7 51 

ɪ 2 32  21  1 20 

e 9  84 34   38 

a 102 1 3 149  3 82 

o 36 1  35 109  2 

ʊ 19 6*‡   26  61 1* 

u 40  2* 36 1 2 69 
† The cells with italicised numbers are those where the two vowels are identical. 
The blacked out squares are combinations for which there are no examples, the 
dark grey squares are combinations that are not disallowed but are rarely found. 
‡ The numbers marked with an asterisk are dubious, possibly including an 
extension not just the bare root. 

 

There seems to be a trend that vowels in adjacent syllables will be the same height and front or 
back quality as each other, that is, the two vowels are identical. There is a clear preference for back 
vowels /o, ʊ/ to follow only /o, ʊ/ respectively, and front vowels /e, ɪ/ to follow /e, ɪ/ respectively. In 
the case of these vowels especially, the preference is for V1CV2 where V1=V2. This is consistent with 
vowel harmony in verbal suffixes: first degree suffixes /-ukʰ/ and /-ul/ harmonise only with back vowels 
in the root and therefore /ʊ, o/ will only be found in extensions when the root contains /ʊ, o/ 
respectively. The suffixes containing front vowel /i/ such as the applicative /-il/ and impositive /-ikʰ/ 
harmonise with vowels of any front or back quality in the root. These harmony processes will be looked 
at in more detail in 6.2.1. 

While /a, i, u/ follow any vowel within a root, few or none of the vowels /e, ɪ, o, ʊ/ occur as the 
second vowel of a root following /a, i, u/ as the first vowel. This is also consistent with what can be seen 
across morpheme boundaries from the root into extensions as a result of vowel harmony: /a/ in a root 
does not cause vowel harmony, so extensions following the root will remain in their underlying degree-1 
form. Likewise, extension vowels following /i, u/ in the root remain as degree-1 vowels since the vowels 
are already of the same height, and so harmony does not result in /e, ɪ, o, ʊ/ following /i, u/ in a root. 

4 Syllable Structure 

Table 4.1 shows which syllable types are permissible in Kisi, and table 4.2 gives examples of each of 
these syllable structures. The lightly shaded cells are only possible as a result of the interaction of a 
morpheme with a stem, or the interaction of multiple prefixes: either two noun prefixes on a single noun 
stem or multiple verbal prefixes. Closed syllables are included in table 4.2 as a result of such 
interactions, however it is debatable whether these should in fact be counted as two syllables, namely 
CV.C. The Kisi themselves do not divide these into two syllables when asked to consider syllable 
boundaries, instead choosing a CVC structure, however in slower speech such a division into CV.C can 
sometimes be heard. 

The cell shaded a darker colour is found only as a result of analysing CVGV as such, rather than as 
CGV. Since compensatory length following palatalised or labialised consonants is optional and not 
contrastive, only CGVˑ(C) will be listed for syllable-initial CG, and not CGV(C). 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 provide a picture of syllable structure as seen in words defined phonologically, 
rather than grammatically, orthographically or semantically. 
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Table 4.1. Syllable types in Kisi 

Syllable type Description Word- 
initial 

Word- 
medial 

Word- 
final 

CV Plain CV syllable, no length, no 
prenasalisation ✓ ✓ ✓ 

CVː Long vowel, no labialisation ✓ ✓ X 

CVC All closed syllables with onsets ✓ ✓ X 

CVːC All closed syllables with onsets, long 
vowel ✓ ?? X 

(G)V No length ✓ ✓ X† 

Vː Long vowel ✓ X X 

VC All closed syllables without onsets ✓ X X 

VːC All closed syllables without onsets, long 
vowel ✓ X X 

CwVˑ C + w onset, no coda, compensatory 
length ✓ ✓ ✓ 

CʷVˑC C + w onset, with coda, long vowel ✓ ✓ X 

CjVˑ C + j onset, no coda, compensatory length ✓ ✓ ✓ 

CʲVˑC C + j onset, with coda, long vowel ✓ ✓ X 

NCV Prenasalised onset, no coda, short vowel ✓ ✓ ✓ 

NCVː Prenasalised onset, no coda, long vowel ✓ ✓ X 

NCwVˑ Prenasalisation + w, no coda, 
compensatory length ✓ ✓ ✓ 

NCjVˑ Prenasalisation + j, no coda, 
compensatory length ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Ṇ Syllabic nasal ✓ X X 
† This syllable type only occurs in loan words. It is not found in any current Kisi data. 

Table 4.2. Examples of syllable types 

Syllable type Word-initial Word-medial Word-final 

CV kʰi.βɪ.ɣa 
CV.CV.CV 

‘cooking pot’ 

kʰi.βɪ.ɣa 
CV.CV.CV 

‘cooking pot’ 

kʰi.βɪ.ɣa 
CV.CV.CV 

‘cooking pot’ 

CVː daː.di 
CVː.CV 
‘father’ 

li.ɡoː.si 
CV.CV:.CV 

‘male’ 

- 

CVC βam.bʊː.li.le 
CVC.CVː.CV.CV 
‘they told him’ 

a.kʰaŋ.kʰo.tʰa 
V.CVC.CV.CV 
‘he asked him’ 

- 
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Syllable type Word-initial Word-medial Word-final 

CVːC βaːŋ.ɡa.ni.le 
CVːC.CV.CV.CV 
‘they loved him’ 

βa.βaːŋ.ɡa.ni.le 
CV.CVːC.CV.CV.CV 

‘they who loved him’ 

- 

(G)V u.kʰo.si 
V.CV.CV 

‘nape of neck’ 

ᵐbu.ʷe.le 
NCV.GV.CV 
‘mosquito’ 

- 

Vː iː.βo.ne 
Vː.CV.CV 

‘he should see himself’ 

- - 

VC an.tʰo.βe 
VC.CV.CV 

‘he should hit him’ 

- - 

VːC aːŋ.kʰo.tʰi.le 
V:C.CV.CV.CV 

‘he asked him (far past)’ 

- - 

CwVˑ tʰʷaˑ.kʰa.tʰo.βa 
CwV.CV.CV.CV 

‘we hit’ 

kʰu.tʰwaˑ.ʝu.la 
CV.CwVˑ.CV.CV 

‘to shoot’ 

li.se. kʰwa 
CV.CV.CwV 

‘duck’ 
CʷVˑC kʰʷaˑn.sʊː.ma 

CʷVˑC.CVː.CV 
‘you are begging him’ 

ʝu.tʰʷaˑn.tʰo.βi.le 
CV.CʷVˑC.CV.CV.CV 

‘we who hit him’ 

- 

CjVˑ kʰjoˑ.lo.lo 
CjVˑ.CV.CV 

‘domesticated animal’ 

kʰu.djuˑ.kʰu.la 
CV.CjVˑ.CV.CV 

‘to pinch’ 

kʰu.be.sja 
CV.CV.CjV 
‘to forbid’ 

CʲVˑC lʲaˑn.du.mi.le 
CʲVˑC.CV.CV.CV 
‘it (cl.5) bit him’ 

li.lʲaˑn.du.mi.le 
CV.CʲVˑC.CV.CV.CV 

‘that (cl.5) which bit him’ 

- 

NCV ᵐbɪ.lɪ 
NCV.CV 

‘two’ 

kʰi.loˑ.ᵑɡo.si 
CV.CVˑ.NCV.CV 

‘leader’ 

kʰɪː.ⁿdu 
CVː. NCV 

‘thing’ 
NCVː ⁿdoː.tʰo 

NCVː.CV 
‘dream’ 

li.tʰeˑ.ⁿdeː.fu 
CV.CVˑ.NCV:.CV 

‘mud wasp’ 

- 

NCwVˑ ᶮɟʷiˑ.kʰi.le 
NCwV.CV.CV 

‘I have got wet’ 

aˑ.ᶬfʷɪˑ.mɪ.le 
Vˑ.NCʷVˑ.CV.CV 

‘he should hunt for me’ 

ⁿdiˑ.ᵐbʷa 
NCVˑ. NCGV 

‘calm’ 
NCjVˑ ⁿsjɪˑ.li.le 

NCjVˑ.CV.CV 
‘I have buried’ 

a.ⁿsjɪˑ.li.le 
V.NCʲVˑ.CV.CV 

‘he has buried me’ 

(This syllable type is 
theoretically possible, 

but there are no 
examples of it in the 

database.)  

Ṇ ŋ̩.ɡoː.si 
N̩.CVː.CV 
‘husband’ 

- - 
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The data so far leads to the conclusion that Kisi only permits syllables with codas through the 
interaction of multiple morphemes. Likewise, contrastive vowel length in syllables without an onset only 
occurs through the juxtaposition of V- prefixes. 

Syllabic nasals only occur word-initially in nouns with the affixation of the class 1/3 noun prefix or 
in verbs with the affixation of the 2PL subject or class 1 object prefixes. All of these prefixes are 
underlyingly /mu-/. In prefixing to consonant-initial roots, the prefix loses its vowel and attaches to the 
stem as a syllabic nasal. This does not happen with the noun class 9/10 prefix N-, or 1SG subject or 
object prefixes however. The interactions of these prefixes with consonant-initial roots will be described 
in more detail in 6.1. 

There are multiple situations where minimal pairs for syllabic nasals versus prenasalised consonants 
arise. Some examples follow. 
 

(17) a. /ⁿduːsu/ /N-duːsu/ 9NP-small ‘small’ (cl.9) 
  /n̩duːsu/ /mu-duːsu/ 1NP-small ‘small person’ 
 b. /ᵐbalafu/ /N-βalafu/ 9NP-white ‘white’ (cl.9) 
  /m̩balafu/ /mu-βalafu/ 1NP-white ‘white/holy person’ 
 c. /ᵐbalile/ /ni-βal-ile/ 1SG.SP-count-ANT ‘I have counted’ 
  /m̩balile/ /mu-βal-ile/ 2PL.SP-count-ANT ‘you (PL) have counted’ 

5 Stress 

Kisi, like its northern neighbour Nyakyusa, does not have contrastive pitch. It is purely a stress language 
where stress is always realised on the penultimate syllable of the word. This stress is realised as an 
increased intensity5 over the relevant syllable and added length in the vowel of the stressed syllable. The 
intensity increase may be seen by examining the yellow line in figure 5.1, which shows the spectrogram 
of the word /lisoˈsolo/ ‘louse’. Pitch may play a part in indicating the stressed syllable however it is not 
always the case that the highest pitch is found during the stressed syllable. 
 

 
Figure 5.1. Spectrogram showing intensity for the word /lisoˈsolo/ ‘louse’. 

                                                   
5 Intensity is a measurement of loudness used in acoustic phonetics which takes into account amplitude and 
frequency of a sound. 
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6 Morphophonology 

6.1 Consonantal processes 

The majority of consonantal processes in Kisi affect stem-initial consonants. Some however relate to 
stem-final consonants. The interactions affecting stem-final consonants will be discussed in 6.1.4. 

Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 will deal with stem-initial consonantal processes. Hyman (2003:52) notes 
that many Bantu languages have introduced new sequences of nasal N plus consonant C, which are not 
inherited from Proto-Bantu. Kisi is a language for which all prefixes of the shape /mu-/ are reduced to 
/m-/ in interactions with non-monosyllabic consonant-initial stems. Class 18 appears to be an exception 
to this statement, but more data are needed to investigate this. What is currently known about class 18 
clitics will be discussed in 6.1.3. Where there is evidence of how the class 18 prefix attaches to certain 
consonants which are stem-initial in adjectives, this will be mentioned in the relevant section. These 
prefixes (class 1, class 3 and class 18 nominal prefixes, 2PL subject prefix, and class 1 object prefix) are 
analysed as /mu-/ underlyingly because of the retention of the prefix vowel when interacting with 
monosyllabic stems and the fact that Bantuists have reconstructed the class 1, 3 and 18 nominal prefixes, 
the 2PL subject prefix and class 1 object prefix as *mʊ- (Schadeberg 2003b:149). Prefix reduction in Kisi 
affects all of these prefixes with the exception of the class 18 prefix. As a consequence of vowel elision in 
these /mu-/ prefixes, the remaining prefix consonant interacts with the root or stem-initial consonant in 
a variety of ways, depending on the manner of production of the consonant. All of these /mu-/ prefixes 
interact in the same way after reduction, and so will be discussed together in 6.1.1. The 1SG verbal 
prefixes /ni-/ (subject and object) will be discussed in 6.1.2 along with the behaviour of class 9/10 
nominal prefix N-. 

6.1.1 /mu-/ prefixes interacting with stem-initial consonants 

In all cases where reduction of the vowel of the prefix /mu-/ occurs, the nasal remaining undergoes 
homorganic assimilation to the place of articulation of the following stem consonant under certain 
conditions. As Hyman (2003:53) states, this nasal is typically syllabic in Bantu languages, and does not 
condition the same alternations on the following consonant as does N- or /ni-/. This section will 
therefore focus on the behaviour of /mu-/ separately from N-. It will be divided into three parts, the first 
discussing those stem consonants which are unaffected by the attachment of /mu-/, the second those 
which are affected, and the third will touch on situations where the prefix vowel is not deleted. 

6.1.1.1 Unaffected stem consonants 

Those stem consonants which are unaffected by the attachment of /mu-/ are: /pʰ, tʰ, kʰ, b, d, ɟ, ɡ, f, s, h, 
m, n, ɲ, ŋ/, namely the voiceless and voiced plosives, the voiceless fricatives and the nasals. The 
examples in (18)–(20) show this process.6 
 

                                                   
6 Note that, as in (20d), it is difficult to determine whether /mu-/ assimilating to the place of articulation of a stem-
initial nasal results in Nː, where Nː is the onset of a syllable; or NN, where the first nasal is in the coda of one 
syllable and the second nasal is in the onset of the following syllable. Kisi speakers who were asked about how they 
would divide up the syllables in the word /ammaɲile/ ‘he knows him’ gave the division /am.ma.ɲi.le/, hence I have 
chosen to write “NN” rather than “Nː.” 
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(18) a. /m̩pʰɪˑᵑɡa/ /mu-pʰɪˑᵑɡa/ 3-headpad ‘headpad’ 
 b. /n̩tʰɪma/ /mu-tʰɪma/ 3-heart ‘heart’ 
 c. /ŋ̩kʰifu/ /mu-kʰifu/ 1-courageous ‘courageous person’ 
 d. /m̩bɪhɪ/ /mu-bɪhɪ/ 3-tree ‘tree’ 
 e. /n̩dala/ /mu-dala/ 1-wife ‘wife’ 
 f. /ɲ̩ɟine/ /mu-ɟine/ 1-companion.3SG ‘his/her companion’ 
 g. /ŋ̩ɡaˑᵑɡa/ /mu-ɡaˑᵑɡa/ 1-medicine.man ‘medicine man’ 
 h. /ɱ̩fiˑᵐba/ /mu-fiˑᵐba/ 3-corpse ‘corpse’ 
 i. /n̩safi/ /mu-safi/ 3-ɡroup.animals ‘group of animals’ 
 j. /m̩haβi/ /mu-haβi/ 1-sorceror ‘sorceror’ 
 k. /m̩maˑᵑɡa/ /mu-maˑᵑɡa/ 1-fat.person ‘fat person’ 
 l. /n̩naːsi/ /mu-naːsi/ 3-coconut ‘coconut tree’ 
 

(19) a. /m̩pʰɪliːkʰe/ /mu-pʰɪlɪkʰ-ile/ 2PL.SP-hear-ANT ‘you (PL) have heard’ 
 b. /m̩beːlile/ /mu-beːl-ile/ 2PL.SP-refuse-ANT ‘you (PL) have refused’ 
 c. /n̩sʊːmile/ /mu-sʊːm-ile/ 2PL.SP-beg-ANT ‘you (PL) have begged’ 
 d. /ɲ̩ɲaːɲile/ /mu-ɲaːɲ-ile/ 2PL.SP-burn-ANT ‘you (PL) have burned’ 
 

(20) a. /ampʰɪliːkʰe/ /a-mu-pʰɪlɪkʰ-ile/ 1SP-1OP-hear-ANT ‘he has heard him’ 
 b. /ambeːlile/ /a-mu-beːl-ile/ 1SP-1OP-refuse-ANT ‘he has refused him’ 
 c. /ansʊːmile/ /a-mu-sʊːm-ile/ 1SP-1OP-beg-ANT ‘he has begged him’ 
 d. /ammaɲile/ /a-mu-maɲ-ile/ 1SP-1OP-know-ANT ‘he knows him’ 
 

The prefix nasal assimilates to the place of articulation of the following consonant in all cases except for 
/h/-initial stems when it remains as a bilabial nasal. 

In order to demonstrate the syllabicity of the nasal, it is necessary to look at some measurements 
taken of the length of production of the nasal before the onset of following consonant and compare them 
to the length of the nasal in a prenasalised consonant. In each instance, the syllabic nasal is significantly 
longer, from twice to three times as long in these examples. 
 

(21) a. /m̩bɪlɪ/ ‘body’ (cl.3) m: 0.315s 
  /ᵐbuʷele/ ‘mosquitoes’ (cl.10) m: 0.102s 
 b. /n̩domo/ ‘mouth’ (cl.3) n: 0.232s 
  /ⁿdupʰukʰa/ ‘earthworm’ (cl.9) n: 0.118s 
 c. /ŋ̩ɡoːsi/ ‘husband’ (cl.1) ŋ: 0.183s 
  /ᵑɡiːsi/ ‘darkness’ (cl.9) ŋ: 0.088s 
 

The measurements in (22) look at the length of onset of the nasal before the plosive or fricative, or the 
total length of the nasal (in the case of nasal-initial stems). It also compares the length of the subject 
prefix vowel /a/. 
 

(22) a. /aˑᵐbeːlile/ ‘he has refused me’ a: 0.191s ᵐ: 0.104s 
  /ambeːlile/ ‘he has refused him’ a: 0.104s m: 0.273s 
 b. /aˑⁿsʊːmile/ ‘he has begged me’ a: 0.148s ⁿ: 0.104s 
  /ansʊːmile/ ‘he has begged him’ a: 0.090s n: 0.125s 
 c. /aˑᶬfihile/ ‘he has hidden me’ a: 0.145s ᶬ: 0.145s 
  /aɱfihile/ ‘he has hidden him’ a: 0.099s ɱ: 0.180s 
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 d. /amaɲile/ ‘he knows’ a: 0.107s m: 0.100s 
  /aˑmˑaɲile/ ‘he knows me’ a: 0.182s m: 0.127s 
  /ammaɲile/ ‘he knows him’ a: 0.101s mm: 0.323s 
 e. /aˑɲˑukʰiːle/ ‘he has washed for me’ a: 0.172s ɲ: 0.101s 
  /aɲɲukʰiːle/ ‘he has washed for him’ a: 0.119s ɲɲ: 0.182s 
 

From these measurements we can see that not only is the syllabic nasal longer in every case (though 
only marginally so for fricative-initial stems), but that the prenasalisation or elision of the first person 
singular prefix results in compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, the subject prefix vowel in 
this case. This extra vowel length is present even in the case of /aˑmˑaɲile/ ‘he knows me’ where either 
the prefix nasal or the stem-initial nasal appears to be elided. The extra length can be seen by comparing 
the length of the /a/ in /aˑmˑaɲile/ ‘he knows me’ with the same vowel in the form /amaɲile/ ‘he knows’ 
where no object is present. There also appears to be a slight lengthening of the remaining nasal as a 
result of the attachment and subsequent loss of the /ni-/ prefix. 

Class 18 /mu-/ attaching to the adjective /tʰiːtʰu/ ‘black’ results in /mutʰiːtʰu/ ‘a black place 
(inside)’ rather than /n̩tʰiːtʰu/ which means instead ‘black person/thing’ (cl.1/3). In this case it appears 
that the vowel of class 18 /mu-/ does not elide. 

6.1.1.2 Affected stem consonants 

The stem-initial consonants affected by the attachment of the /mu-/ prefix are /l, β, ʝ, ɣ/. These 
consonants all become stops at their respective places of articulation. As occurs in the interaction of 
/mu-/ with most of the other consonants, regressive assimilation causes the nasal of the prefix to 
assimilate to the place of articulation of the stem-initial consonant. Examples are as follows. 
 

(23) a. /m̩bɪlɪ/ /mu-βɪlɪ/ 3-body ‘body’ 
 b. /ɲ̩ɟine/ /mu-ʝine/ 1-companion.1SG ‘my companion’ 
 c. /ŋ̩ɡʊˑⁿda/ /mu-ɣʊˑⁿda/ 3-field ‘field’ 
 d. /n̩dɪmi/ /mu-lɪmi/ 1-farmer ‘farmer’ 
 

(24) a. /m̩balile/ /mu-βal-ile/ 2PL.SP-count-ANT ‘you (PL) have counted’ 
 b. /ɲ̩ɟisile/ /mu-ʝis-ile/ 2PL.SP-come-ANT ‘you (PL) have come’ 
 c. /ŋ̩ɡanile/ /mu-ɣan-ile/ 2PL.SP-love-ANT ‘you (PL) have loved’ 
 d. /n̩dekʰile/ /mu-lekʰ-ile/ 2PL.SP-leave-ANT ‘you (PL) have left’ 
 

(25) a. /ambɪˑᵑɡile/ /a-mu-βɪˑᵑɡ-ile/ 1SP-1OP-drive.away-ANT ‘he has driven him away’ 
 b. /aɲɟepʰile/ /a-mu-ʝepʰ-ile/ 1SP-1OP-avoid-ANT ‘he has avoided him’ 
 c. /aŋɡanile/ /a-mu-ɣan-ile/ 1SP-1OP-love-ANT ‘she has loved him’ 
 d. /andekʰile/ /a-mu-lekʰ-ile/ 1SP-1OP-leave-ANT ‘she has left him’ 

6.1.1.3 Retention of the vowel of the prefix 

There are a few situations where the vowel of the prefix is not elided. One of these is when the prefix is 
attached to a monosyllabic stem, be it a nominal, adjectival or verbal stem. 
 

(26) a. /muˑⁿdu/ /mu-ⁿdu/ 1-person ‘person’ 
 b. /mutʰu/ /mu-tʰu/ 3-head ‘head’ 
 c. /muhʷa/ /mu-hʷa/ 3-termite ‘termite’ 
 d. /mupʰʲa/ /mu-pʰʲa/ 1/3NP-new ‘new person/thing’ 
 e. /mulʲe/ /mu-li-e/ 2PL.SP-eat-SUBJ ‘you (PL) should eat’ 
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Another situation where the vowel of the prefix is retained arises when the prefix is attached to a 
stem with an initial prenasalised consonant, such as the compound stem /ᶮɟilɪma/ which becomes 
/muᶮɟilɪma/ ‘a person who is invited to cultivate another person’s farm’, not X/m̩ᶮɟilɪma/.7 

Vowel-initial stems also do not allow reduction of the prefix. These interactions will be dealt with in 
depth in 6.2. 

6.1.2 The prefixes N- and /ni-/ interacting with stem-initial consonants 

Hyman (2003:49) notes that in most Bantu languages the class 9/10 nasal N- produces single 
prenasalised consonants across morpheme boundaries equivalent to those that exist stem-medially. This 
is true in Kisi and extends to the 1SG subject and object prefixes, both of which are /ni-/, which lose 
their syllabicity in most interactions with consonant-initial stems, resulting in nasalisation of the original 
stem-initial consonant. This stem-initial consonant undergoes various processes depending on the 
manner of its articulation. 

The Proto-Bantu class 9/10 prefix has been reconstructed as N- rather than NV- by the majority of 
historical linguists (Maho 1999:248, citing Welmers 1973:163ff). It is based on this reconstructed form of 
the noun class prefix that it is written as N- in this paper, though it could be argued that it is 
underlyingly /ɲ-/ rather than an unspecified nasal based on the fact that on attaching to vowel-initial 
stems it becomes /ɲ/ despite there being no obvious phonetic motivation for it to do so. 

It seems as though the 1SG subject and object prefixes have been unanimously reconstructed as /n-/ 
rather than /ni-/ by Bantuists (Schadeberg 2003b:151), however they will be presented as /ni-/ 
underlyingly in this paper since it is easier to explain the deletion of /i/ in the contexts where /i/ is not 
present than to posit the intrusion of an epenthetic vowel /i/ where there is no consistent motivation for 
it to appear, such as in the word /nikʰatʰoβile/ /ni-kʰa-tʰoβ-ile/ ‘I hit’ (near past). 

Subsections 6.1.2.1 to 6.1.2.4 will treat each of these groups of consonants in turn, beginning with 
voiced plosives, then turning to voiceless plosives, then voiced fricatives and /l/, and finally voiceless 
fricatives and nasals. Exceptions to the creation of a desyllabified homorganic nasal involving 
monosyllabic stems and vowel-initial stems will be dealt with in  6.1.2.5. 

6.1.2.1 Voiced plosives /b, d, ɟ, ɡ/ 

These consonants become prenasalised on the attachment of N- or /ni-/ prefixes. As was stated in section 
2.1, the airstream mechanism in the production of prenasalised consonants has not been analysed, so it is 
not possible to say whether these are prenasalised plosives or implosives. 
 

(27) a. /ᵐbipʰi/ /N-bipʰi/ 10-body.hair ‘body hairs’ 
 b. /ⁿdeɲekʰa/ /N-deɲ-ikʰ-a/ 9-break-NEUT-FV ‘miscarriage’ 
 c. /ᶮɟeːɟe/ /N-ɟeːɟe/ 10-jaw ‘jaws’ 
(28) a. /ᵐbeːlile/ /ni-beːl-ile/ 1SG.SP-refuse-ANT ‘I have refused’ 
 b. /ⁿdiːmile/ /ni-diːm-ile/ 1SG.SP-herd-ANT ‘I have herded’ 
 c. /ᶮɟeˑᵑɡile/ /ni-ɟeˑᵑɡ-ile/ 1SG.SP-build-ANT ‘I have built’ 
 d. /ᵑɡeɡile/ /ni-ɡeɡ-ile/ 1SG.SP-marry-ANT ‘I have married’ 
(29) a. /aˑᵐbeːlile/ /a-ni-beːl-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-refuse-ANT ‘he has refused me’ 
 b. /aˑⁿdiːmile/ /a-ni-diːm-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-herd-ANT ‘he has herded me’ 
 c. /aˑᶮɟeˑᵑɡiːle/ /a-ni-ɟeˑᵑɡ-il-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-build-APPL-ANT ‘he has built for me’ 
 d. /aˑᵑɡeɡile/ /a-ni-ɡeɡ-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-marry-ANT ‘he has married me’ 

                                                   
7 Since * is used to mark reconstructed Proto-Bantu forms in this paper, incorrect or ungrammatical forms of Kisi 
will be marked with x. 
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As was noted in 6.1.1.1, the desyllabification of the prefix resulting in a prenasalised obstruent also 
results in compensatory lengthening of any preceding prefix vowel. 

6.1.2.2 Voiceless plosives /pʰ, tʰ, kʰ/ 

Apart from /ŋʰ/, which occurs stem-medially in Kisi, aspirated nasals only occur as a result of a 
morphophonological process. That is, they are a result of the attachment of class 9/10 prefix N-, 1SG 
subject /ni-/ or object prefix /ni-/ to stems with an initial voiceless plosive. Such aspiration has been 
analysed as a step in the following chain: NC>NCh>Nh(>N) (Hyman 2003:50), which Hyman 
describes as characteristic of many southern Tanzanian languages, including nearby languages Vwanji, 
Pangwa and Kinga. The Kisi prefixes N- and /ni-/ in combination with voiceless plosives in stem-initial 
position result in an aspirated nasal which has assimilated to the place of articulation of the original 
voiceless plosive. 
 

(30) a. /mʰoɲa/ /N-pʰoɲa/ 10-baby ‘babies’ 
 b. /nʰeˑⁿde/ /N-tʰeˑⁿde/ 10-worry ‘worries’ 
 c. /ŋʰopʰi/ /N-kʰopʰi/ 10-eyelid ‘eyelids’ 
(31) a. /mʰʲaˑlile/ /ni-pʰʲaˑl-ile/ 1SG.SP-touch-ANT ‘I have touched’ 
 b. /nʰeliːkʰe/ /ni-tʰelekʰ-ile/ 1SG.SP-cook-ANT ‘I have cooked’ 
 c. /ŋʰomile/ /ni-kʰom-ile/ 1SG.SP-kill-ANT ‘I have killed’ 
(32) a. /amʰʲaˑlile/ /a-ni-pʰʲaˑl-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-touch-ANT ‘he has touched me’ 
 b. /anʰoβile/ /ni-tʰoβ-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-beat-ANT ‘he has beaten me’ 
 c. /aŋʰomile/ /ni-kʰom-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-kill-ANT ‘he has killed me’ 

6.1.2.3 Voiced fricatives and /l/ 

The prefixes /ni-/ and N- attaching to voiced fricatives in stem-initial position cause the fricative to 
become a stop, while the nasal undergoes homorganic assimilation. The data in (33) to (35) illustrate 
this. 
 

(33) a. /ᵐbʊˑᵐba/ /N-βʊˑᵐba/ 9-wall ‘wall’ 
 b. /ᶮɟʊkʰi/ /N-ʝʊkʰi/ 9-bee ‘bee’ 
 c. /ᵑɡeˑⁿdelo/ /N-ɣeˑⁿdelo/ 9-movement ‘movement’ 
 

(34) a. /ᵐbɪːkʰile/ /ni-βɪːkʰ-ile/ 1S.SP-put-ANT ‘I have put’ 
 b. /ᶮɟɪmile/ /ni-ʝɪm-ile/ 1S.SP-stand-ANT ‘I have stood’ 
 c. /ᵑɡanile/ /ni-ɣan-ile/ 1S.SP-love-ANT ‘I have loved’ 
 

(35) a. /aˑᵐbɪˑᵑɡile/ /a-ni-βɪˑᵑɡ-ile/ ‘he has chased me away’ 
   1SP-1SG.OP-chase.away-ANT  
 b. /aˑᶮɟasiːsʲe/ /a-ni-ʝaɣ-isi-ile/ ‘he has lost me’ 
   1SP-1SG.OP-lose-caus-ANT  
 c. /aˑᵑɡanile/ /a-ni-ɣan-ile/ ‘he has loved me’ 
   1SP-1SG.OP-love-ANT  
 

Similar to the behaviour of voiced fricatives, the prefixes /ni-/ or N- attaching to /l/ in stem-initial 
position will result in a prenasalised stop, in this case a prenasalised voiced alveolar stop, /ⁿd/. 
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(36) a. /ⁿdima/ /N-lima/ 10-bean ‘beans’ 
 b. /ⁿdekʰile/ /ni-lekʰ-ile/ 1SG.SP-leave-ANT ‘I have left’ 
 c. /aˑⁿdekʰile/ /a-ni-lekʰ-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-leave-ANT ‘he has left me’ 

6.1.2.4 Voiceless fricatives and nasals 

The morphophonological interaction of voiceless fricatives with class 9/10 N- is not the same as their 
interaction with the nasal remaining after the verbal prefix /ni-/ is reduced to /n-/.8 The interaction of 
N- with /s, f/ in stem-initial position results in nasal effacement, as the data in (37) shows. /h/-initial 
stems behave differently and so will be discussed separately. 
 

(37) a. /fuˑᵐbalu/ /N-fuˑᵐbalu/ 10-calf ‘calves (of leg)’ 
 b. /soɣolo/ /N-soɣolo/ 10-shin ‘shins’ 
 

In contrast to this, stem-initial voiceless fricatives interacting with /ni-/ result in a prenasalised 
fricative rather than nasal effacement. The prenasalisation of /f/ is at times barely audible.9 The nasal 
assimilates to the place of articulation of /f, s/. 
 

(38) a. /ᶬfʷɪˑmile/ /ni-fʷɪˑm-ile/ 1SG.SP-hunt-ANT ‘I have hunted’ 
  /aˑᶬfihile/ /a-ni-fih-ile 1SP-1SG.OP-hide-ANT ‘he has hidden me’ 
 b. /ⁿsʲɪˑlile/ /ni-sʲɪˑl-ile/ 1SG.SP-bury-ANT ‘I have buried’ 
  /aˑⁿsʊːmile/ /a-ni-sʊːm-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-beg-ANT ‘he has begged me’ 
 

In (39), the prenasalisation on these fricatives can be compared with syllabic nasals preceding the 
same fricatives. The measurements comparing the length of the subject prefix vowel and the length of 
production of the nasal are repeated here from 6.1.1.1. 
 

(39) a. /aˑⁿsʊːmile/ ‘he has begged me’ a: 0.148s n: 0.104s 
  /ansʊːmile/ ‘he has begged him’ a: 0.090s n: 0.125s 
 b. /aˑᶬfihile/ ‘he has hidden me’ a: 0.145s ɱ: 0.145s 
  /aɱfihile/ ‘he has hidden him’ a: 0.099s ɱ: 0.180s 
 

/h/-initial noun stems do not cause nasal effacement of the class 9/10 prefix. The word shown in 
(40) has the singular /luhʊːβi/ ‘hope’ which clearly shows the /h/-initial stem. 
 

(40) /ɲʰʊːβi/ /N-hʊːβi/ 10-hope ‘hopes’ 
 

The verbal prefixes /ni-/ interacting with /h/-initial stems also result in an aspirated palatal nasal. 
 

(41) a. /ɲʰoˑᵐbile/ /ni-hoˑᵐb-ile/ 1SG.SP-pay-ANT ‘I have paid’ 
 b. /aɲʰoˑᵐbile/ /a-ni-hoˑᵐb-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-pay-ANT ‘he has paid me’ 
 

Since Kisi does not have a voiceless palatal plosive [c], /ɲʰ/ is not created as a result of the 
interaction of either /ni-/ or N- with stem-initial [c]. 

Since verbal stems can take either 1SG or class 1 objects, it is possible to analyse the interaction of 
object prefix /ni-/ with nasal-initial stems by examining the differences between a verb with a 1SG 

                                                   
8 This is another reason why posing class 9/10 prefix as /n-/ underlyingly is problematic since there would be no 
way to explain why it then interacts differently with fricative-initial stems from how 1SG /n-/ (reduced from /ni-/) 
interacts. 
9 Some Kisi speakers seemed to omit it entirely, however for other speakers this was not acceptable. 
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object, and with a class 1 object, and then comparing them to the verb with no object. The differences 
can be described as follows: for verbs with a 1SG object there is compensatory lengthening of prefix 
vowels preceding the object. The object itself disappears, leaving a trace of its presence by slightly 
lengthening the stem-initial nasal.10 For verbs with a class 1 object, extra length (greater than that 
caused by the 1SG object) can be heard in the stem-initial nasal with no extra length in the vowel 
preceding the object. See (43) for example measurements. Kisi speakers divide the Kisi word /ammaɲile/ 
‘he knows him’ into the following syllabic divisions: /am.ma.ɲi.le/. The words /amaɲile/ ‘he knows’ and 
/aˑmˑaɲile/ ‘he knows me’ are divided /a.ma.ɲi.le/ and /aˑ.mˑa.ɲi.le/ respectively. 
 

(42) a. /amaɲile/ /a-maɲ-ile/ 1SP-know-ANT ‘he knows’ 
  /aˑmˑaɲile/ /a-ni-maɲ-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-know-ANT ‘he knows me’ 
  /ammaɲile/ /a-mu-maɲ-ile/ 1SP-1OP-know-ANT ‘he knows him’ 
 b. /aɲukʰile/ /a-ɲukʰ-ile/ 1SP-wash-ANT ‘he has washed’ 
  /aˑɲˑukʰiːle/ /a-ni-ɲukʰ-il-ile/ 1SP-1SG.OP-wash-APPL-ANT ‘he has washed for me’ 
  /aɲɲukʰiːle/ /a-mu-ɲukʰ-il-ile/ 1SP-1OP-wash-APPL-ANT ‘he has washed for him’ 
 

(43) a. /amaɲile/ ‘he knows’ a: 0.107s m: 0.100s 
  /aˑmˑaɲile/ ‘he knows me’ a: 0.182s m: 0.127 
  /ammaɲile/ ‘he knows him’ a: 0.101s mm: 0.323 
 b. /aˑɲˑukʰiːle/ ‘he has washed for me’ a: 0.172s ɲ: 0.101s 
  /aɲɲukʰiːle/ ‘he has washed for him’ a: 0.119s ɲɲ: 0.182s 
 

The examples in (44) show the 1SG subject interacting with the nasal of the stem to produce a 
simple nasal. Since there is no vowel preceding the resulting nasal, it cannot be evaluated whether the 
loss of the prefix results in compensatory lengthening of a preceding vowel, though in theory this could 
be tested by recording and measuring this verb with a relative prefix. It is also assumed that, like the 1SG 
object, the 1SG subject leaves a trace of its presence by a slight lengthening of the stem-initial nasal, but 
this is also not possible to measure since there is no equivalent form with only the bare stem with which 
to compare the measurements of the nasal. 
 

(44) a. /mˑaɲile/ /ni-maɲ-ile/ 1SG.SP-know-ANT ‘I have known’ 
 b. /nˑeɣile/ /ni-neɣ-ile/ 1SG.SP-draw.water-ANT ‘I have drawn water’ 
 c. /ɲˑukʰile/ /ni-ɲukʰ-ile/ 1SG.SP-wash-ANT ‘I have washed’ 
 d. /ŋˑaːlile/ /ni-ŋaːl-ile/ 1SG.SP-shine-ANT ‘I have shone’ 
 

The results of interactions of the prefixes N- with nasal-initial noun stems are difficult to determine, 
since just like subject prefix interaction with nasal-initial stems, there are no vowels preceding the noun 
prefix which can be measured for compensatory lengthening caused by desyllabification or elision of the 
prefix nasal. However, unlike the subject prefixes there is also not minimal pair for syllabicity with 
which to compare these nouns. There are few nasal-initial class 9 or class 10 words in the database in 
any case, shown in (45), only the final two of which are known to have nasal-initial stems by comparison 
with their singular form which takes class 11 agreement. 
 

(45) a. /motʰa/ 9.abundant.harvest ‘abundant harvest; blessing’ 
 b. /niᵑɡu/ 9.fish (species) ‘species of freshwater fish’ 
 c. /mili/ 10.tongue ‘tongues’ (S. /lumili/ ‘tongue’) 
 d. /muli/ 10.light ‘lights’ (S. /lumuli/ ‘light’) 
 

                                                   
10 Alternative analyses are possible but have not been explored here. 
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Since /s/ and /f/ stem-initially interact differently with the nominal prefix N- than with verbal 
subject and object prefix /ni-/, it is possible that nasals also interact differently. Thus, evidence of 
compensatory lengthening in verbal subject prefixes prior to the nasal-initial verb stem is not enough to 
suggest that nominal class 9/10 prefixes interact in the same way. Evidence to show how they do 
interact is hard to obtain. 

6.1.2.5 Monosyllabic and vowel-initial stems 

As with the prefix /mu-/, the behaviour of the prefixes /ni-/ and N- with monosyllabic stems is different 
from their behaviour with polysyllabic stems. Just like the prefix /mu-/, when 1SG subject prefix /ni-/ 
attaches to a monosyllabic verb stem the vowel of the prefix is retained. 
 

(46) /nilʲe/ /ni-li-e/ 1SP-eat-SUBJ 
 

The 1SG object prefix /ni-/ does not seem to ever retain its vowel like this. It currently appears as if 
monosyllabic stems are lengthened by the addition of the suffix /-aɣ/ when they occur in the 
subjunctive, which is the only circumstance where the vowel of /ni-/ might have been retained. Thus, 
we have /aˑⁿdiʲaɣe/ ‘he should eat me’ rather than X/anilʲe/. 
Since the class 9/10 prefix N- does not include a vowel, a vowel is inserted in monosyllabic stem 
environments in order to avoid the formation of a monosyllabic noun. The prefix takes the form /ɲi-/ in 
such environments. This is not argued to be the underlying form based on the fact that of four oft-cited 
lists of reconstructed Proto-Bantu noun prefixes given by Maho (1999:247), only Meinhof’s 1932 Ur-
Bantu list claimed that the Proto-Bantu class 9/10 prefix included a vowel, *ni-; Bleek’s 1869 grammar 
and Meeusen’s 1967 paper simply stated that the prefix was *n-, and Guthrie’s 1971 volume stated it was 
*ny-.  

 
(47) /ɲihʷa/ /N-hʷa/ 9-termite ‘termite hill’ 
 

Vowel-initial stems constitute another context giving rise to different forms of the class 9/10 prefix. 
Since there are no vowel-initial verb stems, this only applies to class 9/10 nouns. In this environment the 
prefix becomes /ɲ-/. 
 

(48) a. /ɲaˑⁿda/ /N-aˑⁿda/ 10-crevice ‘crevices’ 
 b. /ɲiʝi/ /N-iʝi/ 10-door ‘doors’ 
 

There are some words in Kisi where it is unclear whether the stem of the word is underlyingly 
vowel-initial or /ʝ/-initial. There are instances in the database where these stems appear as /ʝ/-initial 
verbs and as vowel-initial de-verbal nouns. 

Understanding where this /ʝ/ variation comes from becomes easier when the data is compared to 
the Proto-Bantu forms from which these vowel or /ʝ/-initial roots descend (Bastin et al. 2003).11 On the 
whole, it seems as though verbs retain Proto-Bantu *j, in Kisi as /ʝ/, but nouns delete it. See the 
examples in (49) for examples of *j-deletion in nouns and (50) for *j as the modern-day reflex /ʝ/ in 
verbs. For exceptions to these generalisations, see (51). 
 

(49) a. /luʷɪˑᵐbu/ /lu-ɪˑᵐbu/ ‘song’ (cl.11) *jɪḿb 
 b. /ɲaˑᶮɟa/ /N-aˑᶮɟa/ ‘lake’ (cl.9) *jànjá 
 c. /ɲuˑᵐba/ /N-uˑᵐba/ ‘house’ (cl.9) *jʊm̀bá 
 d. /βuʷoɣa/ /βu-oɣa/ ‘fear’ (cl.14) *jógà 
 e. /muʷiːɲu/ /mu-iɲu/ ‘salt’ (cl.3) *jɪńyʊ̀ 
                                                   
11 Note that the *j in the Proto-Bantu forms represents [ɟ]. 
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(50) a. /kʰuʝoɣa/ /kʰu-ʝoɣ-a/ ‘to be afraid’  *jóg 
 b. /kʰuʝɪma/ /kʰu-ʝɪm-a/ ‘to stand up’  *jɪḿ 
 c. /luʝaʝu/ /lu-ʝaʝu/ ‘sole’ (cl.11) *jàjò 
 d. /ᶮɟatʰi/ /N-ʝatʰi/ ‘buffalo’ (cl.9) *játɪ ́
 e. /liʝani/ /li-ʝani/ ‘baboon’ (cl.5) *jànɪ ́
 

(51) /kʰuɟeˑᵑɡa/ /kʰu-ɟeˑᵑɡa/ ‘to build’ *jéng 
 

The result of such varied behaviour in the reflexes of *j is that, viewed synchronically, stems will 
sometimes vary. One example of this is in the nominalisation of ‘to sing’. 
 

(52) a. /lʷɪˑᵐbu/ /lu-ɪˑᵐb-u/ 11-sinɡ-NMLZ ‘song’ *jɪḿb 
 b. /kʰuʝɪˑᵐba/ /kʰu-ʝɪˑᵐb-a/ INF-sinɡ-FV ‘to sing’  

6.1.3 Interaction of clitics and prefixes with other prefixes 

The locative clitics /pʰa-/, /kʰu-/, and /mu-/ attach to the noun stem plus its prefix, rather than just the 
bare noun stem. All of these clitics may interact with the class 5 prefix /li-/ by causing the elision of /l/. 
In each case, both elided and unelided forms are acceptable. Reduction is only not an option for 
disyllabic class 5 words such as /liːhu/ ‘eye’. In cases such as these the clitic attaches without 
interaction, for example /muliːhu/ ‘in the eye’, not X/mʷihu/ or X/muʷihu/. 
 

(53) a. /pʰiboˑⁿdi/ ~ /pʰaliboˑⁿdi/ 
  /pʰa=li-boˑⁿdi/   
  16=5-valley   
  ‘at the valley’ (specified location)   
 b. /kʰʷiˑboˑⁿdi/ ~ /kʰuliˑboˑⁿdi/ 
  /kʰu=li-boˑⁿdi/   
  17=5-valley   
  ‘at the valley’ (unspecified or distant location) 
 c. /mʷiˑboˑⁿdi/ ~ /mʷiˑboˑⁿdi/ 
  /mu=li-boˑⁿdi/   
  18=5-valley   
  ‘in the valley’ 
 

The behaviour of the class 18 clitic /mu-/ is different to that of the /mu-/ of class prefixes in that 
the vowel /u/ is elided in only a few contexts. The interaction of this clitic with most nouns results in 
/mu-/ attaching to the beginning of the noun with no changes to the noun or prefix, as in (54). 
 

(54) a. /muɲaˑᶮɟa/ /mu=N-aˑᶮɟa/ 18=9-lake ‘in the lake’ 
 b. /mulukʰama/ /mu=lu-kʰama/ 18=11-milk ‘in the milk’ 
 c. /muntʰɪma/ /mu=mu-tʰɪma/ 18=3-heart ‘in the heart’ 
 

The classes of nouns with which this clitic does interact are classes 4, 5, 6 and 14. The class 5 prefix 
/li-/ interacts with /mu-/ as shown in (53). Unlike the interaction of /mu-/ with class 5 nouns, when 
/mu-/ attaches to class 4, 6 or 14 nouns, the consonant of the class prefix does not elide, rather the 
vowel of the prefix may elide. Some Kisi consider both reduced and unreduced forms acceptable still 
whereas other Kisi only accept the reduced form of the clitic. 
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(55) a. /m̩maːsi/ /mu=ma-asi/ 18=6-water ‘in the water’ 
 b. /m̩buʷatʰu/ /mu=βu-atʰu/ 18=14-canoe ‘in the canoe’ 
 c. /m̩miʲatʰu/ /mu=mi-atʰu/ 18=4-canoe ‘among the canoes’ 
 

In addition to the reduction of 1SG subject prefix /ni-/ on attaching directly to a verb stem, some 
Kisi find it acceptable for this same prefix to reduce to /n-/ on attaching to /kV-/ shaped prefixes. This 
was not accepted by all the Kisi interviewed, some of whom claimed that this is borrowed from 
neighbouring Nyakyusa and is not actually Kisi. 
 

(56) /ᵑɡantʰoβile/ ~ /nikʰantʰoβile/ 
 /ni-kʰa-mu-tʰoβ-ile/   
 1SG.SP-PST2-1OP-hit-ANT   
 ‘I hit him’ (today)   

6.1.4 Stem-final consonantal processes 

6.1.4.1 Frication 

In Kisi the agent nominalising suffix /-i/ causes frication of stem-final /pʰ, tʰ/12 as shown in the examples 
in (57). There are currently no examples of /kʰ/ frication in the database. 
 

(57) a. /n̩desi/ /mu-detʰ-i/ 1-lie-NMLZ ‘liar’ 
 b. /mʷoˑɣofi/ /mu-ʝoɣopʰ-i/ 1-be.afraid-NMLZ ‘coward’ 
 

This frication does not occur upon the addition of any other degree-1 vowel suffixes such as the 
anterior suffix /-ile/. 
 

(58) a. /tʰulʊtʰile/ /tʰu-lʊtʰ-ile/ 1PL.SP-ɡo-ANT ‘we have gone’ 
 b. /tʰuʝepʰile/ /tʰu-ʝepʰ-ile/ 1PL.SP-avoid-ANT ‘we have avoided’ 
 

The derivational suffix /-u/ also causes frication of preceding consonants. The only examples 
currently are /l/-final stems. 
 

(59) a. /βuβalafu/ /βu-βalal-u/ 14-shine-NMLZ ‘whiteness’ 
 b. /ndemaːfu/ /mu-lemaːl-u/ 1-be.crippled-NMLZ ‘cripple’ 
 c. /madiˑᵐbufu/ /ma-diˑᵐbul-u/ 6-stir.sediment-NMLZ ‘dirty water’ 

6.1.4.2 Imbrication 

Imbrication usually only occurs with extended verb stems, not with roots. Upon addition of the anterior 
suffix /-ile/ to verb stems allowing imbrication, the /l/ of the anterior elides and the vowel of the 

                                                   
12 The change of the root-final consonant in the word /kʰuloβa/ ‘to fish’ to make /n̩dofi/ ‘fisherman’ may give rise to 
the belief that /β/ is a root-final consonant which is affected by the nominalising suffix /-i/. However, the change in 
the consonant from the verb to the noun is a result of both words having been inherited from Proto-Bantu. *lób 
became /loβ/ in Kisi, and *dóbì became /lofi/ by a process of spirantisation caused by the high front vowel. 
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anterior becomes juxtaposed to the final vowel of the stem. This vowel juxtaposition resolves itself as 
follows: 13 
• If /-ile/ imbricates into the suffix -iC(V), a long vowel forms. 
(60) a. /tʰupʰʲaˑɣiːle/ /tʰu-pʰʲaˑɣil-ile/ 1PL.SP-sweep-ANT ‘we have swept’ 
 b. /tʰuɡubiːkʰe/ /tʰu-ɡubikʰ-ile/ 1PL.SP-cover-ANT ‘we have covered’ 
 c. /tʰuluˑᵐbiːβʷe/ /tʰu-luˑᵐb-iβʷ-ile/ 1PL.SP-thank-PASS-ANT ‘we have been thanked’ 
• If /-ile/ imbricates into the suffixes -ɪC or -eC, the vowel of the derivational suffix assimilates and a 

long vowel forms. 
(61) a. /tʰulɪliːle/ /tʰu-lɪlɪl-ile/ 1PL.SP-cry.APP-ANT ‘we have cried for’ 
 b. /tʰuɣeˑⁿdiːle/ /tʰu-ɣeˑⁿdel-ile/ 1PL.SP-walk.APP-ANT ‘we have walked for’ 
• If /-ile/ imbricates into the suffix -uC(V), the result is juxtaposition of the suffix vowel with the /i/ 

of the anterior and glide formation. 
(62) a. /adumuʷile/ /a-dumul-ile/ ‘he has cut’ 
   1SP-cut-ANT  
 b. /kʰahotʰuʷikʰe/ /kʰa-hotʰokʰ-ile/ ‘it has been pierced’ 
   12SP-be.pierced-ANT  
 c. /muŋʰɪlɪβuʷisʲe/ /mu-ni-kʰɪlɪβukʰ-isi-ile/ ‘you have returned me’ 
   2PL.SP-1SG.OP-return-CAUS-ANT  
• If /-ile/ imbricates into the suffix -aC(V), coalescence occurs and results in a long close-mid vowel 

/eː/. 
(63) a. /tʰuβoneːne/ /tʰu-βon-an-ile/ ‘we have seen each other’ 
   1PL.SP-see-RECP-ANT  
 b. /tʰukʰatʰeːle/ /tʰu-kʰatʰal-ile/ ‘we are tired’ 
   1PL.SP-be.tired-ANT  
 c. /tʰufuɡeːme/ /tʰu-fuɡam-ile/ ‘we have knelt’ 
   1PL.SP-kneel-ANT  
 d. /tʰuhaːtʰuleːnʲe/ /tʰu-haːtʰul-ani-ile/ ‘we have torn apart’ 
   1PL.SP-tear-DIS-ANT  
 e. /tʰusiɣeːsʲe/ /tʰu-siɣal-isi-ile/ ‘we have left remaining’ 
   1PL.SP-remain-ANT  
 

Imbrication and coalescence also occur when the anterior suffix, in its grammaticalised role as a 
past tense marker, attaches to the imperfective suffix /-aɣ/, as follows: 
 

(64) a. /tʰutʰelekʰeːɣe/ /tʰu-tʰelekʰ-aɣ-ile/ ‘we have been cooking’ 
   1PL.SP-cook-IPFV-ANT  
 b. /tʰukʰuloleːɣe/ /tʰu-kʰu-lol-aɣ-ile/ ‘we have been seeing you’ 
   1PL.SP-2SG.OP-see-IPFV-ANT  
 

There are some verbs, like /kʰutʰaːma/ ‘to sit’, which are irregular and undergo imbrication despite 
apparently not including a suffix. The irregular verbs currently known about are listed in (65).14 
                                                   
13 The resolution of vowel juxtaposition /i, ɪ, e/ plus the imbricated /i/ of /-ile/ could be alternately analysed as a 
single process, as followsː the first vowel deletes and then the second vowel is lengthened in compensation. This 
explanation would mean that examples (60) and (61) could be combined under this single analysis. 
14 The regular form /tʰumaɲile/ is also possible for the verb /kʰumaɲa/ ‘to know’ with the anterior suffix. 
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(65) a. /tʰutʰaːme/ /tʰu-tʰaːm-ile/ 1PL.SP-sit-ANT ‘we have sat’ 
 b. /tʰubiːtʰe/ /tʰu-bɪtʰ-ile/ 1PL.SP-go-ANT ‘we have gone’ 
 c. /tʰukʰiːtʰe/ /tʰu-kʰɪtʰ-ile/ 1PL.SP-do-ANT ‘we have done’ 
 d. /tʰuɲuʷele/ /tʰu-ɲu-ile/ 1PL.SP-drink-ANT ‘we have drunk’ 
 e. /tʰumeːɲe/ /tʰu-maɲ-ile/ 1PL.SP-know-ANT ‘we have known’ 
 

The verbs in (65) behave irregularly in different ways from each other. The root /-tʰaːm-/ ‘sit’ does 
not alter on the addition of /-ile/ and so this appears to be a case of elision of the /il/ of the anterior 
rather than imbrication. The roots /-bɪtʰ-/ ‘go’, /-kʰɪtʰ-/ ‘do’ and /-maɲ-/ ‘know’ allow imbrication into 
the root itself. The resulting juxtaposition of the root vowel and anterior /i/ resolves itself as 
juxtaposition and vowel-raising in the case of /-bɪtʰ-/ and /-kʰɪtʰ-/ or coalescence in the case of /-maɲ-/. 
Finally, the root /-ɲu-/ does not undergo imbrication but the /i/ of the anterior unexpectedly becomes 
/e/. 

In another instance of irregular behaviour of the anterior suffix /-ile/, it can be seen in the past and 
anterior forms of the verb /kʰuʝa/ ‘to be’ that the interaction of /-ile/ with the root /ʝ/ forms a long 
vowel /eː/. 
 

(66) a. /aʝeːle/ /a-ʝ-ile/ 1SP-be-ANT ‘he is’ 
 b. /βa:ʝeːle/ /βa-a-ʝ-ile/ 2SP-PST2-be-ANT ‘they were’ 

6.1.4.3 Causative extension interaction with stem-final consonants 

Except for imbrication of the anterior suffix /-ile/ into verb stems containing suffixes, the only other 
predictable consonantal process resulting from the interaction of suffixes occurs when the causative 
suffix /-isi/ is affixed following either the separative suffix /-ul/ or the extensive suffix /-al/. The result 
of these combinations /-ul-isi/ and /-al-isi/ is that in both cases the middle syllable /li/ elides and /-usi/ 
or /-asi/ remains. There is currently evidence of one exception to this process, /kʰufʷaˑlisʲa/ ‘to dress’. 
 

(67) a. /kʰuseˑᵑɡusʲa/ /kʰu-seˑᵑɡul-isi-a/ ‘to thank’ 
   INF-be.thanked-CAUS-FV  
 b. /kʰusiɣasʲa/ /kʰu-siɣal-isi-a/ ‘to leave remaining’ 
   INF-remain-CAUS-FV  
 c. /kʰulamasʲa/ /kʰu-lamal-isi-a/ ‘to hurt’ 
   INF-be.hurt-CAUS-FV  
 d. /kʰubakʰasʲa/ /kʰu-bakʰal-isi-a/ ‘to smear something’ 
   INF-apply-CAUS-FV  
 e. /kʰufʷaˑlisʲa/ /kʰu-fʷaˑl-isi-a/ ‘to dress’ 
   INF-wear-CAUS-FV  
 

This elision of the /li/ syllable of the combined suffixes /-Vl-isi/ does not occur in the combination 
of applicative /-il/ and causative /-isi/. If it did occur, then the combination would not be 
distinguishable from the simple causative /-isi/. 
 

(68) /kʰudɪˑⁿdɪlɪsʲa/ /kʰu-dɪˑⁿd-il-isi-a/ ‘to make someone close’ 
  INF-close-APPL-CAUS-FV  
 

There are also some interactions of suffixes with stem and root-final consonants which are less 
regular than imbrication or the elision of /l/ from /-ul/ and /-al/ suffixes. In (69) it can be seen that 
/-usi/ may sometimes act as the transitive equivalent of /-ukʰ/ instead of the expected /-ul/, perhaps as 
the result of the contraction of /-ukʰ/ and /-isi/. 
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(69) a. /kʰusanukʰa/ ‘to turn’ (intrans) /kʰusanusʲa/ ‘to turn’ (trans) 
 b. /kʰuhoβokʰa/ ‘to be happy’ /kʰuhoβosʲa/ ‘to amuse’ 
 

Secondly, the /l/-elision described as occurring between certain extensions and the causative 
extension, and exemplified in (67), may even occur with some select few verbs where the /l/ which 
elides is apparently part of the root, at least synchronically. The extended version has become 
lexicalised, sometimes with unpredictable meanings, as shown by the second example in (70). 
 

(70) a. /kʰuɣʊsʲa/ /kʰu-ɣʊl-isi-a/ INF-buy-CAUS-FV ‘to sell’ 
 b. /kʰuluʷasʲa/ /kʰu-lʷal-isi-a/ INF-be.ill-CAUS-FV ‘to nurse’ 
 

Similar to this and also to the elision of suffixal /kʰ/ shown in (69), there are some examples in the 
database of the elision of (synchronically) root-final consonant /kʰ/. 
 

(71) a. /kʰuβʊːsʲa/ /kʰu-βʊːkʰ-isi-a/ INF-leave-CAUS-FV ‘to subtract’ 
 b. /kʰusiʲʊsʲa/ /kʰu-sʲʊkʰ-isi-a/ INF-be.resurrected-CAUS-FV ‘to revive’ 
 

There are also some /ɣ/-final verb stems where the interaction of the stem-final consonant and the 
causative suffix results in /sʲa/ rather than /ɣisʲa/ word-finally. This does not happen to all /ɣ/-final 
stems. 
 

(72) a. /kʰuʝasʲa/ /kʰu-ʝaɣ-isi-a/ INF-be.lost-CAUS-FV ‘to lose’ 
 b. /kʰuʝɪsʲa/ /kʰu-ʝɪɣ-isi-a/ INF-imitate-CAUS-FV ‘imitate’15 
 c. /kʰutʰeɣesʲa/ /kʰu-tʰeɣ-isi-a/ INF-trap-CAUS-FV ‘to cause to trap’ 
 

These verbs listed in (70) and (71) behave unexpectedly upon the attachment of the anterior /-ile/. 
In this situation the combination results in word-final /sisʲe/ rather than word-final /siːle/ or even 
/Ciːsʲe/, where C is the elided root consonant. 
 

(73) a. /tʰuβʊːsisʲe/ /tʰu-βʊːkʰ-isi-ile/ 1PL.SP-leave-CAUS-ANT ‘we have removed’ 
 b. /tʰuɣʊsisʲe/ /tʰu-ɣʊl-isi-ile/ 1PL.SP-buy-CAUS-ANT ‘we have sold’ 
 

The forms X/tʰuɣʊlɪsiːle/ and X/tʰuɣʊliːsʲe/ are unacceptable alternatives for /tʰuɣʊsisʲe/. 
Similar to this unexpected behaviour of the anterior in forming /sisʲe/ with disyllabic stems ending 

in /sʲ/, disyllabic /fʲ/-final stems plus the anterior result in a word ending /fisʲe/. 
 

(74) a. /tʰuseːfisʲe/ /tʰu-seːfʲ-ile/ 1PL.SP-comfort-ANT ‘we have comforted’ 
 b. /tʰunʲaˑfisʲe/ /tʰu-nʲaˑfʲ-ile/ 1PL.SP-decorate-ANT ‘we have decorated’ 
 

Although it is currently not known whether the root truly is /fʲ/-final or if this /fʲ/ is a result of 
some consonantal process involving extensions, it can be seen that the same process occurs for these 
stems as it does with CVsʲ-shaped verbs upon the addition of the anterior, so it is possible the source of 
their behaviour is the same. 

In (75) we see examples of a potential origin of /fʲ/-final verbs, that is, /ᵐb/-final verbs plus a 
causative. This is quite an unexpected origin since the consonant affected is a prenasalised consonant. 
 

(75) a. /kʰuɟufʲa/ ‘to chase’ /kʰuɟuˑᵐba/ ‘to run away’ 
 b. /kʰuniʲafʲa/ ‘to decorate’ /kʰuniʲaˑᵐba/ ‘to be pleasing’ 

                                                   
15 It was hard to elicit the distinction between /kʰuʝɪsʲa/ and /kʰuʝɪɣa/ which are both translated as ‘to imitate’ in the 
database. The unelided form of the causative is also acceptable, /kʰuʝɪɣɪsʲa/, again with a very similar meaning, ‘to 
impersonate; imitate.’ 
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6.2 Vocalic processes 

6.2.1 Vowel alternations 

6.2.1.1 Rightward vowel harmony 

Vowel height harmony in Kisi is a rightward process working from the verb root into extensions and 
from nouns into possessive clitics. Front vowels in the following derivational suffixes harmonise for 
height with front or back vowels in the root: the applicative /-il/, the impositive and neuter /-ikʰ/, and 
the causative /-isi/. The fact that these extensions are underlyingly of first degree height is unusual, 
given that the first two of these are reconstructed in Proto-Bantu as having second degree height vowels 
*-ɪd- and *-ɪk- (Bastin et al. 2003). Table 6.1 shows which front vowels may be found in extensions 
following vowels of different height in the root. 

Table 6.1. Front vowel harmony in suffixes 

Stem vowel Suffix vowel Height 
i, u, a i 1st degree 
ɪ, ʊ ɪ 2nd degree 
e, o e 3rd degree 

 

Examples of this harmony16 in practice are as follows: 

Table 6.2. Vowel harmony in front vowel extensions 

Root vowel [i, u, a] [ɪ, ʊ] [e, o] 

Applicative 
/-il/ 

kʰuʝiβila 
‘to capsize’ 

kʰuʝɪmɪla 
‘to stand for’ 

kʰuselela 
‘to descend’ 

kʰunuŋilila 
‘to smell nice’ 

kʰuhʊːβɪla 
‘to hope for’ 

kʰuhoβokʰela 
‘to smile’ 

kʰumaɲila 
‘to learn’ 

- - 

Impositive or 
neuter 
/-ikʰ/ 

kʰuɡidikʰa 
‘to be spilled’ 

kʰulɪmɪkʰa 
‘to be easily farmable’ 

kʰutʰeɣekʰa 
‘to be easily trapped’ 

kʰufuˑⁿdikʰa 
‘to ripen’ 

kʰuʝʊmɪkʰa 
‘to dry’ 

kʰuβonekʰa 
‘to be visible’ 

kʰufʷaˑtʰikʰa 
‘to dress’ 

- - 

Causative 
/-isi/ 

kʰuʝiβisʲa 
‘to sink’ 

kʰupʰɪlɪkʰɪsʲa 
‘to listen’ 

kʰuselesʲa 
‘to lower’ 

kʰufupʰisʲa 
‘to shorten’ 

kʰuhʊːβɪsʲa 
‘to promise’ 

kʰuβonesʲa 
‘to show’ 

kʰudadisʲa 
‘to annoy’ 

- - 

 

                                                   
16 Vowels of first degree height following /i, u, a/ in a root are not cases of vowel harmony since the vowels are 
remaining in their underlying form. 
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The passive suffix /-iβʷ/,17 the anterior /-ile/ and the nominaliser /-i/ do not harmonise with any 
vowels of the root, as shown by the examples in (76). 
 

(76) a. /kʰulɪmiβʷa/ /kʰu-lɪm-iβʷ-a/ INF-cultivate-PASS-FV ‘to be cultivated’ 
 b. /kʰutʰeɣiβʷa/ /kʰu-tʰeɣ-iβʷ-a/ INF-trap-PASS-FV ‘to be trapped’ 
 c. /kʰutʰoβiβʷa/ /kʰu-tʰoβ-iβʷ-a/ INF-hit-PASS-FV ‘to be hit’ 
 d. /kʰukʰʊˑᵑɡiβʷa/ /kʰu-kʰʊˑᵑɡ-iβʷ-a/ INF-tied-PASS-FV  ‘to be tied’ 
 

(77) a. /ɱ̩fuʷɪmi/ /mu-fʷɪm-i/ 1-hunt-AG ‘hunter’ 
 b. /m̩hekʰesi/ /mu-hekʰ-isi-i/ 1-laugh-CAUS-AG ‘funny person’ 
 c. /βuloˑᵑɡi/ /βu-loˑᵑɡ-i/ 14-follow.laws-NMLZ ‘lawfulness’ 
 

(78) a. /tʰuhɪˑᶮɟile/ /tʰu-hɪˑᶮɟ-ile/ 1PL.SP-slaughter-ANT ‘we have slaughtered’ 
 b. /tʰuɡeɡile/ /tʰu-ɡeɡ-ile/ 1PL.SP-marry-ANT ‘we have married’ 
 c. /tʰuʝoːŋile/ /tʰu-ʝoːŋ-ile/ 1PL.SP-suckle-ANT ‘we have suckled’ 
 d. /tʰulʊtʰile/ /tʰu-lʊtʰ-ile/ 1PL.SP-ɡo-ANT ‘we have gone’ 
 

In contrast to the vowel harmony seen affecting front vowels in extensions regardless of the front or 
back quality of the root vowel, the suffixes containing back vowels exhibit different behaviour. These 
suffixes, separative /-ukʰ/ (intransitive) and /-ul/ (transitive), and nominaliser /-u/, only harmonise for 
height with back vowels /ʊ, o/ in the verb root. When the root vowel is a front vowel, /u/ or /a/, the 
extension vowel remains unchanged. 

Table 6.3. Back vowel harmony in suffixes 

Stem vowel Suffix vowel 
i, ɪ, e, a, u u 

ʊ ʊ 
o o 

 

Table 6.4 shows examples of this back vowel harmony. In many of these examples, there is no basic 
form of the verb to compare the extended form with. 

Table 6.4. Asymmetric vowel harmony in back vowel extensions 

Root 
vowel 

Separative (intrans.)  
-uk 

Separative (trans.)  
-ul 

Nominaliser  
-u 

i kʰulimukʰa 
‘to visit late at night’ 

kʰudiˑᵐbula 
‘to stir’ 

liliɣu 
‘insult’ 

ɪ kʰukʰɪlɪβukʰa 
‘to return’ 

kʰulɪmula 
‘to harvest’ 

kʰilɪlu 
‘mourning’ 

e kʰuheˑⁿdukʰa 
‘to boil over’ 

kʰuɲetʰeːlula 
‘to enlarge’ 

kʰiɟeːɡu 
‘story’ 

a kʰusanukʰa 
‘to turn’ 

kʰubaɟula 
‘to cut open’ 

liʝaβu 
‘cassava’ 

o kʰuhoβokʰa 
‘to be happy; to loosen’ 

kʰuholomola 
‘to take out’ 

liloβokʰo 
‘crossing’ 

                                                   
17 Also /-iɣʷ/, see 9.5.5. 
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Root 
vowel 

Separative (intrans.)  
-uk 

Separative (trans.)  
-ul 

Nominaliser  
-u 

ʊ kʰupʰʊˑᵑɡʊkʰa 
‘to reduce’ 

kʰupʰʊˑᵑɡʊla 
‘to reduce’ 

 

u kʰupʰufukʰa 
‘to burst’ 

kʰuɡubukʰula 
‘to uncover’ 

 

 

This asymmetrical vowel harmony also applies to the 2SG possessive clitic which attaches to certain 
familial nouns. 
 

(79) a. /n̩dalaβu/ /mu-dala=βu/ 1-wife=POSS.2SG ‘your (SG) wife’ 
 b. /n̩dʊˑᵐbʊβʊ/ /mu-lʊˑᵐbʊ=βu/ 1-sister=POSS.2SG ‘your (SG) sister’ 
 c. /n̩doˑᵑɡoβo/ /mu-loˑᵑɡo=βu/ 1-relative=POSS.2SG ‘your (SG) relative’ 
 

Extension vowels harmonise with the vowel immediately to their left in the word. Thus, if a 
separative suffix containing /u/ intervenes between a root containing [e, ɪ] and a front vowel suffix, 
CeC-uC-iC or CɪC-uC-iC, the front vowel of the suffix -iC will not harmonise with the front vowel of the 
root, but remains at first degree height since the vowel it can harmonise with is the one immediately to 
its left. 
 

(80) a. /kʰulɪmulikʰa/ /kʰu-lɪm-ul-ikʰ-a/ ‘to be harvested’  
   INF-cultivate-SEP-NEUT-FV   
 b. /kʰutʰeɣulikʰa/ /kʰu-tʰeɣ-ul-ikʰ-a/ ‘to be able to be released’  
   INF-trap-SEP-NEUT-FV   
 

Likewise, back vowels in the second suffix will not harmonise with a back vowel in the root if a 
front vowel intervenes. 
 

(81) a. /kʰiβoˑᵐbelu/ /kʰi-βoˑᵐb-il-u/ ‘tool’  
   7-work-APPL-NMLZ   
 b. /ᶮɟoβelu/ /N-ɟoβ-il-u/ ‘speech’  
   9-speak-APPL-NMLZ   
 

This is also the case for the vowel /a/ in an extension close to the root, followed by another 
extension containing any other vowel. Since /a/ does not cause vowel harmony the vowel in the 
extension to its right will remain unaffected, no matter what vowel is in the root. 
 

(82) a. /kʰulekʰanila/ /kʰu-lekʰ-an-il-a/ ‘to be separate’  
   INF-leave-RECP-APPL-FV   
 b. /kʰuβʊˑᵑɡanikʰa/ /kʰu-βʊˑᵑɡan-ikʰ-a/ ‘to be gathered’  
   INF-ɡather-IMPOS-FV   

6.2.1.2 Idiosyncratic rightward vowel harmony 

There is one case that has been found so far of vowel harmony working from a prefix into a root. This 
occurs with the root /ᵑɡi/, which underlyingly contains a degree 1 vowel. This root takes the 
demonstrative series of prefixes which have vowels of degree 2, /ɪ, ʊ/, or degree 4, /a/. Following the 
prefix vowels /ʊ, a/ there is no change in the vowel of the root however after /ɪ/ height harmony alters 
the root to /ᵑɡɪ/. Table 6.5 shows an example of this for each type of prefix vowel. 
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Table 6.5. Idiosyncratic vowel harmony in /ᵑɡi/ ‘other’ 

class 1 ʝʊᵑɡi 
class 2 βaᵑɡi 
class 4 ʝɪᵑɡɪ 

6.2.1.3 Anticipatory vowel copying 

Instead of vowel harmony, another kind of vocalic process is at work in some Kisi prefixes. This copying 
affects the front vowel /i/ in certain prefixes and occurs when these prefixes are followed by prefixes 
containing the vowels /u/ or /a/. Tense prefix vowels do not appear to copy the vowel of an object 
prefix which follows; only relative and subject prefixes are affected by this vowel copying. While verbs 
pronounced with these alternations from the original prefix vowels are considered to be better Kisi than 
the verbs with unaltered prefix vowels, the latter pronunciations are still understood. 

The 1SG prefix /ni-/ is one of those prefixes affected. The examples in (83) show /ni-/ affected by 
/u/ to its right when followed by the /i-kʰu-/ transitive progressive prefixes, or by the /kʰu-/ 2SG object 
prefix. The examples in (84) show /ni-/ affected by /a/ to its right in the /kʰa-/ alternative transitive 
progressive prefix and /la-/, the future prefix. 
 

(83) a. /nukʰunsʊːma/ /ni-i-kʰu-mu-sʊːm-a/ ‘I am begging him’ 
   1SG.SP-PROG-INF-1OP-beg-FV  
 b. /nukʰusʊːme/ /ni-kʰu-sʊːm-e/ ‘let me beg you’ 
   1SG.SP-2SG.OP-beg-SUBJ  
 c. /nukʰusʊːmile/ /ni-kʰu-sʊːm-ile/ ‘I have begged you’ 
   1SG.SP-2GS.OP-beg-ANT  
(84) a. /nakʰansʊːma/ /ni-kʰa-mu-sʊːm-a/ ‘I am begging him’ (also: ‘I begged him’) 
   1SG.SP-PTR-1OP-beg-FV  
 b. /nalansʊːma/ /ni-la-mu-sʊːm-a/ ‘I will beg him’ 
   1SG.SP-FUT-1OP-beg-FV  
 

The copying of a prefix vowel /i/ to become /u/ occurs prior to elision of the /u/ of the class 1 
object /mu-/, as can be seen from the example in (85). Indeed, it seems that /ni/ is not accepted in some 
of these forms, for example the form X/nindole/ ‘let me see him’ is considered to be Manda not Kisi, and 
only /nundole/ is accepted. 
 

(85) /nuŋɡanile/ /ni-mu-ɡan-ile/ ‘I love him’ 
  1SG.SP-1OP-love-ANT  
 

It is not all Ci- shaped prefixes which undergo these alternations, in fact only 1sg /ni-/ does. For 
example, /likʰatʰulola/ or /likʰutʰulola/, which both mean ‘it (cl.5) is looking at us’, do not have either 
X/lukʰutʰulola/ or X/lakʰatʰulola/ as acceptable alternatives. 

The vowel of the class 2 prefix /βa-/ does not copy following vowels, since its vowel is /a/ rather 
than /i/. 
 

(86) /βakʰusʊːme/ /βa-kʰu-sʊːm-e/ ‘let them beg you’ 
  2SP-2SG.OP-beg-SUBJ  
 X/βukʰusʊːme/   
 

The prefix vowel is affected however when followed by the combined transitive progressive tense 
prefix /i-kʰu-/ which causes elision of the prefix vowel /a/, replacing it with /i/, which appears to then 
make it a candidate for copying. 
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(87) / βukʰusʊːma/ /βa-i-kʰu-kʰu-sʊːma/ ‘they are begging you’ 
  2SP-PROG-INF-2SG.OP-beg-FV  
 

One case of /a/ in a prefix being affected has been found so far. The class 16 relative prefix /pʰa-/ 
becomes /pʰi-/ when followed by a prefix Ci-. 
 

(88) /pʰaβiɣeˑⁿda/ ~ /pʰiβiɣeˑⁿda/ 
 /pʰa-βa-i-ɣeˑⁿd-a/   
 16REL-2SP-PROG-walk-FV   
 ‘while they are walking’  
 

It is possible this change of /a/ to become /i/ is acceptable for other relative prefixes of the shape 
Ca-, however the /a/ of class 2 relative prefix /βa-/ is known not to undergo copying and therefore it 
may also not be acceptable for other Ca- relative prefixes to undergo copying, except /pʰa-/. 

All Kisi verb prefixes contain first degree vowels or /a/ only, so /i, a, u/ in prefixes are the only 
options. In summary, the following alternations occur to the prefixes specified above: 

• Ci- becomes Cu- when followed by a prefix Cu- 
• Ci- becomes Ca- when followed by a prefix Ca- 
• Prefix /pʰa-/ becomes /pʰi-/ when followed by a prefix Ci- 

The alternations described in the bullet points above only take place between prefix vowels, and 
cannot be caused by root vowels. 

6.2.1.4 Vowel length transfer 

Kisi familial nouns with long vowels in PU position in the word may undergo a process of length transfer 
upon the attachment of an enclitic indicating possession. Any vowel in the stressed PU position of a word 
is lengthened, as mentioned in section 5, however contrastive vowel length in PU position does not 
usually disappear on the attachment of a suffix, though the same vowel might be phonetically shorter in 
APU position than in PU position. In the case of an enclitic attaching, the length from the PU syllable of 
the basic noun will transfer to the new PU vowel of the noun plus enclitic which was originally in U 
position. 
 

(89) a. /kʰʊːkʰʊ wa neˑᵑɡa/ ‘my grandfather’ ʊː 0.206s  
 b. /kʰʊkʰʊːʝʊ/ ‘your (SG) grandfather’ (APU) ʊ 0.087s (PU) ʊː 0.24s 
 c. /kʰʊkʰʊːʝe/ ‘his grandfather’ (APU) ʊ 0.117s (PU) ʊː 0.295s 
(90) a. /n̩dala/ ‘wife’ a 0.17  
 b. /n̩dalaβe/ ‘his wife’ (APU) a 0.118 (PU) a 0.185 

6.2.2 Vowel hiatus resolution 

Kisi deals with vowels meeting at a morpheme boundary in different ways depending on the quality of 
the two vowels in question. These are described in 6.2.2.1 to 6.2.24, and summarised in 6.2.2.5. 

6.2.2.1 Juxtaposition and long vowel formation 

When two vowels of the same quality come into contact across a morpheme boundary a long vowel is 
formed. 
 

(91) a. /βaːna/ /βa-ana/ 2-child children 
 b. /miːkʰʊ/ /mi-ikʰʊ/ 4-taboo ‘taboos’ 
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(92) a. /aːɟoβile/ /a-a-ɟoβ-ile/ 1SP-PST2-say-ANT ‘he said’ 
 b. /βaːɟoβile/ /βa-a-ɟoβ-ile/ 2SP-PST2-say-ANT ‘they said’ 
(93) a. /niːlolaɣe/ /ni-i-lol-aɣ-e/ 1SG.SP-REFL-see-IPFV-FV ‘I should see myself’ 
 b. /niːlʲa/ /ni-i-li-a/ 1SG.SP-PROG-eat-FV ‘I am eating’ 
 

The example in (93b) is the exception rather than the rule for progressive /i-/ attaching to a subject 
prefix. Length is only preserved when the verbal stem is monosyllabic, like /li/ ‘eat’. When the stem is 
polysyllabic one of the /i-/ elides and the vowel resulting from the juxtaposition of (C)a- or Ci- subjects 
and the progressive is short. 

6.2.2.2 Juxtaposition and glide formation 

Another result of vowels meeting at morpheme boundaries is vowel juxtaposition and glide formation. 
This occurs when the vowels /u, i/ meet dissimilar vowels at a morpheme boundary, forming uʷV and 
iʲV respectively. 
 

(94) a. /muʷotʰo/ /mu-otʰo/ 3-fire ‘fire’ 
 b. /muʷʊʝa/ /mu-ʊʝa/ 3-breath ‘breath’ 
 c. /βuʷakʰa/ /βu-akʰa/ 14-empty ‘emptiness’ 
 d. /luʷɪˑᵐbu/ /lu-ɪˑᵐbu/ 11-sonɡ ‘song’ 
 e. /luʷiʝi/ /lu-iʝi/ 11-door ‘door’ 
 

(95) a. /kʰiʲeni/ /kʰi-eni/ 7-forehead ‘forehead’ 
 b. /kʰiʲakʰa/ /kʰi-akʰa/ 7-handle ‘handle’ 
 c. /liʲosi/ /li-osi/ 5-smoke ‘smoke’ 
 d. /liʲʊlʊ/ /li-ʊlʊ/ 5-abscess ‘big abscess’ 
 e. /fiʲuˑᵐba/ /fi-uˑᵐba/ 8-room ‘rooms’ 
 

When neither vowel concerned occurs in PU syllable position, speed of pronunciation normally 
results in CuʷV and CiʲV becoming contracted to CʷV and CʲV respectively. In (96) and (97), examples of 
such glide formation occurring when prefixes meet vowel-initial stems and V-shaped TAM or reflexive 
prefixes, are shown. 
 

(96) a. /mʷoˑɣofi / /mu-oɣofi/ 1-coward ‘coward’ 
 b. /mʷaˑᵑɡaːsa/ /mu-aˑᵑɡaːsa/ 3-light ‘light’ 
 c. /kʰʲoˑlolo/ /kʰi-ololo/ 7-domesticated.animal ‘domesticated animal’ 
 d. /mʲɪˑɡɪɡɪ/ /mi-ɪɡɪɡɪ/ 4-shadow ‘shadows’ 
 

(97) a. /tʰʷaˑtʰelekʰaɣa/ /tʰu-a-tʰelekʰ-aɣ-a/ ‘we were cooking’  
   1PL.SP-PST2-cook-IPFV-FV   
 b. /lilʲaˑndumile/ /li-li-a-mu-lum-ile/ ‘the dog which bit him’  
   5REL-5SP-PST2-1OP-bite-ANT   
 c. /tʰʷiˑtʰelekʰa/ /tʰu-i-tʰelekʰ-a/ ‘we are cooking’  
   1PL.SP-PROG-see-FV   
 d. /mʷiˑβona/ /mu-i-βon-a/ ‘you (PL) are seeing’  
   2PL.SP-PROG-see-FV   
 e. /tʰʷiˑβone/ /tʰu-i-βon-e/ ‘let’s see ourselves’  
   1PL.SP-REFL-see-SUBJ   
 

In an unusual case of juxtaposition, the future tense morpheme /la-/ followed by the reflexive 
object marker /i-/ results in /laʲi-/; the /a/ of /la-/ does not assimilate or elide. 
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(98) /nilaʲitʰoβa/ /ni-la-i-tʰoβ-a/ 1SG.SP-FUT-REFL-hit-FV ‘I will hit myself’  
 

This juxtaposition of the reflexive does not occur following the other Ca- TAM prefixes: itive, near 
past, transitive progressive or narrative /kʰa-/ morphemes. In these cases /kʰa-/ plus /i-/ reflexive object 
prefix results in assimilation and elision /kʰi-/. 

The combination of some prefixes does not result in glide formation as expected. The initial vowel 
of the combined transitive progressive prefix /i-kʰu-/ does not cause the /u/ of preceding prefixes to 
desyllabify to a glide but rather this /u/ of the preceding prefix elides in such contexts. Also an 
exception, the 1SG subject prefix /ni-/ and the class 4 and 9 prefixes /ʝi-/ meeting the far past prefix /a-/ 
result in elision of /i/ instead of desyllabification. Examples of this will be seen in 6.2.2.4 on elision. 

6.2.2.3 Assimilation and long vowel formation 

When a prefix (C)a- attaches to a vowel-initial stem or V- prefix, the /a/ assimilates to that following 
vowel, resulting in a long vowel. The resulting vowel is long even if the verb stem is polysyllabic. This 
assimilation does not occur for future /la-/ followed by reflexive /i-/, which was mentioned in 6.2.2.2. 
 

(99) a. /miːhu/ /ma-ihu/ 6-eye ‘eyes’ 
 b. /βiːɟʊkʰʊlʊ/ /βa-iɟʊkʰʊlʊ/ 2-grandchild ‘grandchildren’ 
 c. /mʊːlʊ/ /ma-ʊlʊ/ 6-abscess ‘large abscesses’ 
 d. /kʰoːtʰo/ /kʰa-otʰo/ 12-fire ‘little fire’ 
 e. /βeːne/ /βa-ene/ 2PP-self ‘they’ 
 

(100) a. /iːβone/ /a-i-βon-e/ ‘he should see himself’  
   1SP-REFL-see-SUBJ   
 b. /iːkʰɪlɪβusʲaɣe/ /a-i-kʰɪlɪβukʰ-isi-aɣ-e/ ‘he should return himself’  
   1SP-REFL-return-CAUS-IPFV-SUBJ   
 

Exceptions to this assimilation and long vowel formation occur when (C)a- subject prefixes are 
attached to the combined transitive progressive prefix /i-kʰu-/ and when /kʰa-/ prefixes (itive, near past, 
transitive progressive or narrative) attach to the reflexive prefix /i-/.18 The result of all these interactions 
is elision of one vowel leaving a single short /i-/ vowel. Whether it is the /a/ which elides 
pre-assimilation or an /i-/ which elides post-assimilation is not relevant, but both options could be 
claimed with equal validity. 

Another instance of assimilation and long vowel formation unexpectedly occurs when the 1SG 
subject prefix /ni-/ and class 4 and 9 subject prefixes /ʝi-/ attach to the /a-/ far past prefix. The usual 
behaviour of Ci- prefixes meeting far past /a-/ is juxtaposition and glide formation, Cʲa-, yet these 
prefixes are exceptional perhaps because /ʝ/ is already palatal and cannot be palatalised and for some 
reason /nʲ/ is not favoured in prefixes, even though it occurs stem-internally in verbs. In the case of 
these prefixes the /i/ of the subject prefix assimilates to the /a/ and a long vowel is formed. 
 

(101) a. /naːɟoβile/ /ni-a-ɟoβ-ile/ 1SG.SP-PST2-say-ANT ‘I said’ (far past) 
 b. /ʝaːɟuˑᵐbile/ /ʝi-a-ɟuˑᵐb-ile/ 9SP-PST2-run.away-ANT ‘it ran away’ (far past) 
 

                                                   
18 It is not clear why the combination 1SP-REFL- creates a long vowel when it occurs on a verb with a subjunctive 
final vowel, but creates a short vowel when it occurs on the same verbal base with an anterior suffix. For example, 
/iːβone/ /a-i-βon-e/ /1SP-REFL-see-SUBJ/ ‘he should see himself’, but /iβuʷene/ /a-i-βon-ile/ /1SP-REFL-see-ANT/ ‘he 
has seen himself’. It is possible that the anterior form is short because of the existence of a contrasting form, the far 
past, /iːβuʷene/ /a-a-i-βon-ile/ /1SP-PST2-REFL-see-ANT/ ‘he saw himself’. 
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In fact, the /i-/ of the class 4 and 9 possessive prefixes, both /ʝi-/, always assimilates on meeting a 
dissimilar vowel at a morpheme boundary. The result is a long vowel of the same quality as the 
stem-initial vowel. 
 

(102) a. /ʝoːha/ /ʝi-oha/ 4PP-all ‘all’ (cl.4) 
 b. /ʝaˑᵑɡu/ /ʝi-aˑᵑɡu/ 4PP-POSS.1SG ‘my’ (cl.4) 
 c. /ʝeːne/ /ʝi-ene/ 9PP-self ‘itself’ (cl.9) 

6.2.2.4 Elision 

As mentioned in the previous sections, elision occurs in specific circumstances, generally as the 
behaviour of vowels in certain prefixes, which are exceptions to the other types of behaviour mentioned 
in 6.2.2.1 to 6.2.2.3. This section brings together those exceptions which were mentioned in these 
previous sections. 

The first example of elision occurs when Cu- prefixes meet the combined transitive progressive 
prefix /i-kʰu-/. Here, the /i-/ of the transitive progressive prefix elides. There is no compensatory 
lengthening involved. 
 

(103) a. /tʰukʰunsʊːma/ /tʰu-i-kʰu-mu-sʊːm-a/ ‘we are begging him’  
   1PL.SP-PROG-INF-1OP-beg-FV   
 b. /mukʰunsʊːma/ /mu-i-kʰu-mu-sʊːm-a/ ‘you (PL) are begging him’  
   2PL.SP-PROG-INF-1OP-beg-FV   
 

Elision also takes place when Ci- and (C)a- subject prefixes are attached to the progressive /i-/ or 
transitive progressive /i-kʰu-/. The resulting /i/ is short as seen in (104), unless the resulting verb is 
disyllabic in which case length is preserved, as seen in (105). 
 

(104) a. /ikʰunsʊːma/ /a-i-kʰu-mu-sʊːm-a/ ‘he is begging him’  
   1SP-PROG-INF-1OP-beg-FV   
 b. /likʰundola/ /li-i-kʰu-mu-lol-a/ ‘it (cl.5) is looking at/seeing him’  
   5SP-PROG-INF-1OP-see-FV   
 c. /nisʊːma/ /ni-i-sʊːm-a/ ‘I am begging’  
   1SG.SP-PROG-beg-FV   
 d. /isʊːma/ /a-i-sʊːm-a/ ‘he is begging’  
   1SP-PROG-beg-FV   
 

(105) a. /ɣiːlʲa/ /ɣa-i-li-a/ ‘they (cl.6) are eating’  
   6SP-PROG-eat-FV   
 b. /niːlʲa/ /ni-i-li-a/ ‘I am eating’  
   1SG.SP-PROG-eat-FV   
 

Finally, elision of a vowel occurs when the causative extension is followed by another front vowel 
extension -iC. 
 

(106) /kʰulamasiβʷa/ /kʰu-lamal-isi-iβʷ-a/ ‘be hurt’  
  INF-hurt-CAUS-PASS-FV   

6.2.2.5 Summary 

Table 6.6 summarises the previous five sections regarding vowel interaction. 
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Table 6.6. Summary of vowel hiatus resolution 

Juxtaposition CVː 
Nouns: CV- prefix attaches to V-initial nouns → CVː 
Verbs: Ca-/Ci- SP is followed by i- REFL prefix → Ciː 
 Ca- SP is followed by a- PST2 prefix. → Caː 
Monosyllabic verb stem: CV-i-vb-a (V≠u) → Ciː-vb-a 
Juxtaposition and glide formation CuʷV/CiʲV (CʷV/CʲV) 
Nouns: Cu- prefix attaching to V-initial stem (V≠u) → CʷV/ CuʷV 
 Ci- prefix attaching to V-initial stem (V≠i) → CʲV/ CiʲV 
Verbs: la- FUT prefix is followed by i- REFL prefix→ laʲi 
 (CV-)Cu-i-vb-fv (i-=REFL prefix/PROG prefix) → (CV-)Cʷi-vb-fv 
 Cu- prefix followed by a- (PST2) or akʰa- (NAR) → Cʷa(kʰa)- 
 Ci- prefix followed by a- (PST2) or akʰa- (NAR) → Cʲa(kʰa)- 
Assimilation and long vowel formation CVː 
Nouns: Ca- prefix attaches to V-initial nouns (V≠a) → CVː 
Verbs: Ca- prefix followed by V- prefix → CVː 
 ni- SP (1SG.SP) plus a- PST2 prefix → naː- 
 ʝi- SP (4SP/9SP) plus a- PST2 prefix → ʝaː- 
Elision (and compensatory lengthening) CV(ˑ) 
Nouns: no instances 
Modifiers: ʝi- prefix attaching to V-initial stems (V≠i) → ʝVˑ 
Verbs: (CV-)Cu-ikʰu-CV-vb-a → (CV-)Cukʰu-CV-vb-a 
 (CV-)CV*-ikʰu-CV-vb-a (V*≠u) → (CV-)Cikʰu-CV-vb-a 
 CV-i-vb-a, polysyllabic stem, (V≠u) → CV-i-vb-a 
 CAUS -isi followed by extension -iC → -isiC 

6.3 Syllabic processes 

6.3.1 Consonant and vowel metathesis 

The itive, transitive progressive and past morphemes, all having the shape /kʰa-/ in Kisi, behave in the 
same way when preceded by a V-shaped prefix, that is, either class 1 subject /a-/ or 2SG subject /u-/. 
The result is that the vowel of the subject prefix may swap with the /kʰ/ of the /kʰa-/ prefix. While this 
swapping is possible, it is not obligatory in Kisi. The same forms may be pronounced with /ukʰa-/ and 
/akʰa-/ instead of /kʰʷa-/ and /kʰa-/. Note that /kʰa-/ resulting from /a-/ metathesizing with /kʰ/ of 
/kʰa-/, does not have a long vowel. As such, it could be argued that instead the subject prefix is deleted, 
and no metathesis has taken place (see (107) d-f). This explanation would not account for how the 2SG 
subject prefix and /kʰa-/ become /kʰʷa-/ however (see (107) a-c). 
 

(107) a. /kʰʷaˑnsʊːma/ ~ /ukʰaˑnsʊːma/ 
  /u-kʰa-mu-sʊːm-a/   
  2SG.SP-PTR-1OP-beg-FV   
  ‘you are begging him’ 
 b. /kʰʷaˑⁿdekʰiːle/ ~ /ukʰaˑⁿdekʰiːle/ 
  /u-kʰa-ni-lekʰ-il-ile/   
  2SG.SP-PST1-1SG.OP-leave-APPL-ANT   
  ‘you left to me’ (near past) 
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 c. /kʰʷaˑtʰoβe/ ~ /ukʰaˑtʰoβe/ 
  /u-kʰa-tʰoβ-e/   
  2SG.SP-ITV-hit-SUBJ   
  ‘go and hit’ 
 d. /kʰansʊːma/ ~ /akʰansʊːma/ 
  /a-kʰa-mu-sʊːm-a/   
  1SP-PTR-1OP-beg-FV   
  ‘he is begging him’ (also: ‘he begged him’) 
 e. /kʰatʰoβa/ ~ /akʰatʰoβa/ 
  /a-kʰa-tʰoβ-a/   
  1SP-NAR-hit-FV   
  ‘he hit’ 
 f. /kʰatʰoβe/ ~ /akʰatʰoβe/ 
  /a-kʰa-tʰoβ-e/   
  2SG.SP-ITV-hit-SUBJ   
  ‘he should go and hit’ 

6.3.2 Syllable elision 

The combination of the present tense and infinitive prefixes (the combined transitive progressive) 
/i-kʰu-/ followed by a 2SG object /kʰu-/ undergoes syllable elision to become /i-kʰu-/. It is not certain 
why this is the case. In the examples in (108), the bracketed final step of vowel copying is optional as 
both forms are acceptable. 
 

(108) a. /ni-i-kʰu-kʰu-sʊːm-a/ → /nikʰukʰusʊːma/ → /nikʰusʊːma/ 
  (→/nukʰusʊːma/)     
  1SG.SP-PROG-INF-2SG.OP-beg-FV     
  ‘I am begging you’ 
 b. /βa-i-kʰu-kʰu-sʊːm-a/ → /βikʰukʰusʊːma/ → /βikʰusʊːma/ 
  (→/βukʰusʊːma/)     
  2SP-PROG-INF-2SG.OP-beg-FV     
  ‘they are begging you’ 
 

It is unclear whether it is the /kʰu-/ of the transitive progressive tense prefix that elides or the 
object prefix.
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